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:1VOL. 23, NUMBER 240

WAS TO WIND EARLY PRIMARY WILL BE
MAY RESUME COPY OF THE ITHE VIPS ARE
OP PARTNERSHIP CALLED FOR CITY POLITICS TRANSFERRING WELDON WILL IN fOR
WAR
AND NOT THE BUSINESS OF
A. B. SIMTH LUMBER
COMPANY.

NO VERDICT RETURNED YET IN
FRIEDMAN-KATTERJOHN SUIT

CHAIRMAN W. A. BERRY WILL ASSEMBLE THE CITY DEMOCRATIC COMMITTEE THIS MONTH FOR PURPOSE OF
DECIDING WHAT DATE THERE SHALL BE HELD THE
PRIMARY AT WHICH THE PARTY NOMINEES WILL BE
NAMED FOR MUNICIPAL OFFICES—POLITICS WILL COMMENCE WARMING UP WITHIN THE NEXT FEW WEEKS
AND KEPT HUMMING UNTIL THE PRIMARY ELECTION.

DECLINING RIVER BETTERS INSTURMENT
DIVIDES ESTATE MASSES
RAILROAD CONDITIONS
KU NK WITH RUSE
BETWEEN WIDOW AND
VICTORIES CLAMOR FOR
OUT OF CITY.
CHILDREN.
NEW BLOODSHED,

TRANSFER BOAT MAY
ADVANCEMENTS DURING
REQUIRES UTMOST EXERTION
RESUME CARRYING URAINS
LIFE NOT CONSIDERED TO PREVENT
PRECIPITATE CRISIS

The probabilities are that an early he held until ,a few year, ago. Former
primary will be held by the democrats Mayor James Lang is mentioned in
connection with that race also, but 'he
WENT TO THE JURY YESTER- of this city for purpose of choosing
says he cannot forsake his private FULTON PEOPLE VERY EN- D. W. SIMPSON AND
MAUD
DAY AT it O'CLOCK AND
the party nominees for the municipal business. Some want him
THUSIASTIC OVER NEW
1)EMAND THAT CHILDREN IN
to run for
PERDUE FIRST TO GET LI- STILL IN ITS HANDS.
RAILROAD PROJECT.
offices, according to the expressions mayor again, but he declares he is out
FRISCO
BE
CENSE FROM NEW BOOK.
GRANTED
hi ard from the members of the city of politics. John J. Dorian, the reSCHOOL PRIVILEGES.
demoeratie committee. Chairman W. publican treasurer now in otti;ce, will
Brick Company Wants New Trial— A. Berry of the committee yesterday be in the field again. while City As- Complaint Being Made Regrading
Number of Deeds Recorded, Including
Assigne Rock Files Report of
said that he would call the body to. sessor Stewart Dick will seek the
the Tenth and Monroe
Roosevelt Summons Board of EducaThat Transferring Property to
gether some time this month so they nomination to succeed himself, as will
Towing Company.
Street Flagman.
tion to Washington in Effort to
The
Woman's
Club.
fall decide %hat date to be chosen for City Engineer la A. Wkishingtoee It
Avoid Open.Areeah
the election.
is freely talked in republican ranks
candidates
prospective
Most
the
of
that
Colonel
William Katterobn will
la the court reports in these
Tbe Illinois .Central railroad auThere was lodged yesterday with
columns yesterday it was stated that want an early primary, so that after be their next candidate for mayor, thorities believe they can today rethe
county clerk a copy of the will
Washington, Feb.
harmonize
with
can
over
things
is
it
while
is
it
understood
most serOscar Starks, sane • carrying
J. II. Crouch had asked for a retrains back and forth of the late- Weldon, the
well known ious and unexpected crisis has ari,ea
ceiver for the A. B. Smith Lumber and everybody get down to business former alderman, has the mayoralty to Brookport opposke here on the
in
the aeretofore friendly relations excitizen of Paducah and Paris, Tenn.
company, which was an error. The to prepare for the regular election bee buzzing around his 'hat also.
transfs:r boat, as the Obi.) river is The duplicate via, sent
from the Paris istina between the United States and
Those most prominently mentioned
suit tiled by J. II. Crouch was for a next November, and defeat the canfalling and _will piobably be low county court where the
document aas Japan. The utmost exertion
of
settlement of a co-partnership that did.ate. the' republicans arc going to as probable candidate_ for the demo- enough for
the
transfer
boat
land
to
probated,
and
to
politicians
scent
was
aut.
put
The
lodged here on ac- trained diplomacy will be neceeaasy
cratic nomination for mayor arc
existed between hint and Mr. A. B.
at
the
i
cradle,
t
which
staged,
at
evert hostilities, precipitated by
the count ef some property being located
Smith from March ao, 1906 to, Janu- think that a late primary in the fall Charles Reed, Lucien Durrett. Dick end
of the incline at foot of Camp- in this county, and as some of
the
ary a Ker. and which in no wise is a bad idea, and although Chairman Davie, Ed Hannan, A. J. Decker and
bell street 0041 trains passed back heirs ten& in Paducah.
liliNiin
One paramount concession to Japan
affects the business of the A. B Berry says he ha not talked the mat- Robert L. Reeves. Friends of all of
is
and
forth
onto
the
steamer.
The
essential oa restore the semblance
will
committee
over
with
the
ter
was
still
men,
written March 21.
these gentlemen are urging them from
Smith Lumber company-, though the
For the past fess. weeks the trans- 1034 and in it Mr. 'Weldon directed of frieudship. The educational authpetitian states that the copartnership he believes, front what be learns, that all sides to run, but Mr. Reeves says
feel boor, when re loassenger train that on has death all his property
be oritiea of San Francisco must restore
as under that name, which Mr they will call the primary sometime in be could not entertain the proposition, as his banking business takes came from Sr. Loins to Brookpart, equal's- divided between his widow, Japanese children to the same aoviStuith states is not true. The sever- May.
af public school attendance they
Every office in the city administea- ell his time.
A few over-zealous would bring t/ie train over here, Virginia Weldon, and hie children,
ing of the business relations betseeen
Crouch and Smith was due to a di.. tion is to be filled, with exception of 'friends circulate it that Tons Hut-- lauding Ascent, the trestle and trans- Laura McClarin, Estelle M. Alvey, enjoyea before the fire and earthagreement. and in the sett filed no police judge. whose term doe. not ex- son, the city attorney, v.ill run. but ferring passengers and 'expressage Mary Weldon, John Weldon, Robley quake. It is seriously stated to*,
this rumor was never given any con- to a coach %salting for them on the Weldon, Thomas Weldon and- Wil- that the only preventative of war bereceiver is asked for, but for the pire along with the balance.
candidates
There
already
are
many
sideration,
except in the nature of a it:cline. The outgoing passengers liam Iffieldott. He requested that in tween the United States and Japan
court to hive the commissioner to
i; the withdrawal of an action bartake 'proof for a general accounting. announced for eft, jailer, which seems joke, as he has no following or would then be pot on the coaches dividing the estate cult get share
and
share
most
alike,
attraction,
the
abaard
have
to
boat
about
the
and
and
to
carried
that
back
there
strength
whatever. and then it takes a
be ring Japanese children from equal
Mr. Smith state that the litigation
concerns him individitany and not the six being out now, while more asan with a sound head to sit in ti.e Brookport, where the train would not taken into consideration what- participation siith white children in
ever sums he may have advanced rile common facilities afforded for an
amuncements ire to come City Clerk mayor** chair which was not madt for start back north.
!timber company.
Henry Bailey is gcsing to run to suc- boys. His friends who put him in the
Thc river, %ben it got so high, sub- any of the heirs before his death. education
hot
ceed
himself,
aspire
and
for
the
merged
Seeds for Frisco Officiels.
the piling alongside which A codicil to the will. written Mardi
attorneys":
city
office are not pleased
Jury Still Out With Case.,
1 h.- jury has had since it o'clock mayoralty chair, while Captain Wil- with his record, and another attorney the transfer boat ghdes in landing at at, igoa. stipulates that the wife shall
The president haa sent for the
• se•terday morning the suit of Max liam Kraus is spoken of as a candi- will be chosen this year to fill the the cradle Without these piling to have the rent from the Paris Land- president of the Sett Francisco b. ar-I
steady her, the transfer could not ing, Tenn.. farm during life' or widoa - of education and the etiperintendent
Natant and Joe Friedman., egainst date for city treasurer, a hich office office.
land
at the cradle, at there would be hood.
of schools plainly and unequivo-ally
Katterjohn
Constractor William
, bet
no pillow to hotil the boat 'in position
ta inform them that their edict of
has not yet been able to return s
First in New Book.
st end of the cradle. Unless the
verdict. Judge Joseph E. Robbins,
ndttadmisssion for ;anapest bildre",
I) W. Sinipsan and Maude P.'rilue, must be withdrawn:
jrnsiat (an get up to the cradle and atthe special judge trying the litigation,
Re .wdll appeal
diesnimed the jurors late yesterday
Vie railead 'Wds o4s. r- of the county, tutegitasia_ae be- to their patriotioes„alia 45 ill ale
ing iesined Ole- riot
so
se
'oi the th'e`in
Ahern
Anteriein ehitini to abandon
a hen informed they had
sic to the tracks ant the beat, no
beIng used the ("hes of exclution,
ieat agreed, and directed them to reeifsehea can be gotten off, hence the new, marriage boo
will ad•
tarn this morning and resume deliberaboat has bad to land alougside the by the County Clerk Hiram Smedley. vise them that Ole is, the first step
The
blunks
in the book simply state in the direction of s'olvint the
tion' at the matter Judge Robbins
iachne and transfer the pa.sengers
problem
that the liceioe issued entitles this wittioLt an'open breach.
then left last afternoon for his home
anti expressage
This hi, ineoncouple
to
marry, and no notation is
In Mayfield. but come' back at noon I ROPRIETOR THINKS
Preiident Raciaeselt in a conference
SOME NORTHERN SECTION OF CITY ve&enced the roadnicii and passen- made of the age of the couple,
their lasting less than one hour and a half
today
Before departing lie atoiggees
greatly.
ONE SET FIRE TO THE
FLOODED—MANY
place of residence, or anything else, convinced rite en.f.re California deleABANelated Attorney J. Campbell Flournoy
BUILDING.
DON THEIR HOMES.
except the brief mention that they gation in congress that the existing
as the party to send the jury to their
Paducah Southern Railroad.
are entitled to marry.
room this morning %%then they apsituation is eapigenely critical
that
A divert+ yesterday from Fulton
peared. and also to receive the verdict
they roust male some sacrifices of
Estimtes His Las at $2,000 With Strusture at Hollybush Still Intact. stated as follows regarding Ole new
Property Sold.
II the jurors returned a judgment be
state pride for the general good. He
Paducah Southern railroad, which is
Property on Madison near Third did not differentiate a, between 'Iv!s.
Insurance of Salo° Cover•
fore Jodie Robbius could get back.
But Liable to Give Way at
being agitated through this section' street has ben sold to Louisa Welch Japan': governmen
ing It.
The evidence was finished yesterAny Moment.
t and the Japanese
of the country:
for St.;-oo, by Master Commissioner people but made the coipprhensive
day morning and arguments made, it
"The Fulton Commercial club held Cecil Red, pursuant to circuit court declaration that Japer desires
taking several hours to finish the
war
a rousing. meeting Tuesday niter. orders in the suit winding up the and is seeking a pretext for its
speeches by the attorneys
declaI ink E. Carta-right's saloon at
Memphis. Feb. I.—Many people vath President Shacklett presiding. estate
of the late Mrs. Wilson Thomp- ration.
tall Kentucky avenue was destroyed are moving from their homes in the
The good roads questi
was
san.
disThe deed was filed with the
Asks New Trial.
California Delegation to Aid.
by fire yesterday morning at 4 nortltern part of this city, as a recussed at length and a call issued to county clerk for record.
The plaintiff yesterday made a• mo- o'clock- and the proprietor thinks the suit of a break
Every
in the protection levee the farmers to meet with the club
met:utter oe. the California
E. W. Whittemore transferred to
tion for a new trial of the suit of the blaze was of incendiary origin, as built by the
delegation was impressed by the
city of Memphis one an February 9 to come to some
-un- Vii ginia Weldon for St and other
Evansville Pressed Prick company there was no Ore, in the
building year ago. The levee gave way early derstanding a.
president's tittenisces. They were
to the quickest way consideration; property in Murrell's
against Contractor Edward Bridges when he closed at midnight Mora- today,
satisfied that a more serious and critiand the district nortls of Poplar Fulton county could
be provided with West End Addition
The court has not yet passed on the day, except a
cal
small one inside the Boulevard and west of Fourth street a thorough
situation is at hand than had been
Mary Coleman sold to Fred Met.systenti- of good raads.
application for a second hearing. The heating stove,
anticipated. They promised
previously
the door to which had is now under two feet of water.
Another important
brick company got judgment Thurequestion was sker for $t and other consideration;
bcen tightly closed.
render
If the river reaches a stage of
to
aft possible atsistance in
property
West
Tennessee street.
on
brought up before the club wheel the
day for SioalSoflo againet Bridges for
1 '
seeking
obtain the removal of reto'
The building was a mass of flames forty-.one feets which today seems
Prcperty in Terrell's Fountain Park
president introduced Mx. (YBrien, of
brick fernished him while he was restrieTions imposed on Japanese school
hen discovered by Al Redmon, probable, a larger area near the !nisiaddition
'hasi
bought
been
by R. F.
Paducah, one of the promoters of
constructing South Third street here
children by the educational authoriwho lives next door avid was assak- ness portion of the city will feel the
in Paducah. The jury allowed Bridges
the proposed Paducah Southern rail- Atishburit front Charles Rutter for
of
ties of San Francisco
They also
cried
by
the
glare
conflagraof
the
effects
the
6°
04$tre.
a counter-claim of $1.000 on account
'Toad. 1111. O'fIrien daid it would
themselves to maintain a
pledged
tion
through
coming
his
room
bed
Preperty in Nfurret's West End
of the brick delaying in arrival. The
tithe in the neighborhood of ar,eon.At Other Points.
by the
Addition was sold by Virginia Wel- patriotic silence, being to
brick company wants another hearing %tendon.. A telephone alarm sumto
000
build
the
road
from
Paducah
that
president
.4dvices from Marion. Ark., this
publication
facts
real
of
:tinned
the
department
butt
;
they
dan to E. W. Whittemore ior Sr and
of thy matter.
if forwarded tq Taiga. might greatly
morning state that the levee at Holly- to Union City via 17ulton and May- ot'aer ccasiderations.
osauld
do
nothing
save
except
the
Assignee Reports.
as the saloon brush remains intact, although a break field, anti that Fulton, Niaytield and
Lana in the counts on the Ciiro hasten the hoeilriet the administraI•signe John Rock of the Pailticah sur oninding propc-rty,
is expected to occur at any hour. The Un'ion Clky would be required to and Metropolis road was bought fr,-,ni tion is striving to prevent.
Towing company notified the court building assis about gutted when dieThe president and Seetetary Root
water is lapping the top of the stoic- give $30,000 each towards the en- Alfred Boyd by Henry Beach for
that he had received from all sources. covered. Mr. Cartwright valued his
are hopeful that if the action of the
ture.
and a large force of men arc tee:prise or take that much stock. frao.
in ainding upt the bneinee. of the stock of whiskies and the fixtures at
busily engaged in strengthening the The citizens of Fulton are auxious
Lizzie Lena. Grief sells to The San Francisco school officials is redefunct concern. $4.625. it being real- about $aco° with only jam° coverfor freight comeetition, and will no
scinded friendly relation.: . may he
weaker
places.
Should
a
crevasse
ocized from sale of the steamboat Wrool- it.g it. The !Adding belonged to the
doubt raise her pro rata easily. . The Woman's club of Paducah for $4,000. completely restored „theougb diplocur
Hollybush.
at
the
entire
St.
property_
Kentucky
on
avenue
beGorge
0. Hart estate and was infolk and barges. The assignee's rematic channels and a treaty arranged
Francis Basin, in Arkansas. would re- following soliciting committeie was tween Sixth and Seventh -streets.
port also showed. he had paid out sured also.
appointed: John T. Stubblefield, A.
whereby Japanese coolies may he exceive
the
rush
of
waters.
transferred
Hoch
wife
and
to
Fred
Fannie Buckner, colored, live:
$4.398.I8. leaving a balance of $226.)42
At Helena the main levee remains L. Martin and J. C. Braun."
E. B. and N. V. Wren for Woo. land cluded from entering ,,,the United
next door, and the side of the 'resiin his hands.
States. That this Cid 'fie accomintact. The northern part of the
the county.
in
There was continued over until the dence was damaged, while her furplished is stip problematical. In all •
Railroad Flagman.
city is flooded front the break in the
W. A. Smith transferred to C. C.
-next term of court the suit of Dr. niture arse partially ruined by water,
Quite a deal of complaint has
auxiliary levee, Which occurred. yesthe negotiadrona. up to this time Japan
county.
Burkhart
the
land
in
for
$75,
J. W! Pendley for -Roy Pendley, entailing what she estimated is a Ssoo
has adroitly asked for impossible conterday, and people living in that sec- coma front different sources .egardagainst the Illinois Central railroad.
loss.
ing the flagipan of the Illinois Cencessions as compensation for tiltespne
tion have been housed elsewhere.
Notary
Public.
This finishing all the jury cases, the
The saloon was the main grogshop
A steady downpour of rain was re- trist railroad crossing at Tenth and
Miss Julia Lee qualified before the favor of coolie exclusion.
judge has dismissed all the jurors in the "Fed light" district that was
gaps Adroitly Avoid Settlement
corded in the vincinity of Memphis Monroe streets not closely looking clerk as a notary public, having reexcept those out On the Friedman- cleaned out by the order of Judge
Whenever a basis of agreement
last night. The river this morning after his duties, with the result that ceive.) her commit.,sion from the gsvKatterjohn .action, and they will be Reed in the circuit court Janmarks 39.8 feet. a rise of eight-tenths serepal accidents have been narrowly error. She is stenographer at Attar- seemed in sight the representatives of
discharged this morning when they uary t.
since yesterday.
averted. This, is a dangerous corner, ney- Joseph Grogan's office in the Japan would delicately intimate that
report on the 'action in their hands
two or three other things must be
obstructed
by buildings, and the Fraternity building.
-now. The judge then takes up the
taken' into consideration along with
PICK INSIDE POCKET OF
watchman
doet•
not
go
out
everyso
ON ACCOUNT OF WEATHER.
suits omitted to him individually and
the principle of exclusion. In every
MINE CHIEF; GET $5.557 1
body coning front all four streets
continues at this for several weeks.
Electric Current Kills.
instance the suggestion was of such
can
see
him,
but
rentlins
to
one
Cruiser Des Moines Leaves New OrSomerset,
Ky.,
i Joe
Feb.
Another Batch City Suits.
Worcester, Mass., Jan. 31.—Riley i
side on the railroad track, therefore 'Smith, fireman at the power house a character as to render compliance •
leans For Natchez.
Another batch of suits were filed in A. Boggess, vice president of the
nobody can tell when a train is com- of the Somerset Water. Light and impossible. It is 'hoped that after'
Im-the circuit court yesterday by the city perial Quicksilver -Mining company.
ing
until they are right tip on the Traction company. was instantly kill- theagitation resultant fr6iii the San
New Orleans. Feb. t.—The United
solicit-a- against parties he charges and the Sillothweste
Francisao school incident has abated
rn Smelting and States -cruiser Des Moines sailed up track.
ed while tin duty by a heavy voltage More satisfactory progress may be
owe the municipality back taxes on Refining company, whose
headquar- the river for Natchez this morning.
of electricity. He was pulling the made in arranging a new treaty with
their 'property, as follows: Phoebe ter* are in -San Francisco.
was robbed
Congestive Chill.
ping which connects the current with Japan by which the admission of
Rigelssbergers Stott) for too.: Mr. of Salia, in cash and $5,175 in drafts The vessel was to have remained in
Flagman Green of the Mind,: Cen- the stareet lights when the current
port until Saturday, but because of
Wry
coolies may be-prevented.
Chitral%
A.
8.67.;•,fir this evening in the Union Station.
prevailing bad 'weather here. Capt. tral railroad is very ill at his home passed through his body, killing int
1902-03-04-03; Annie Ilaids6n, Sfiaas Mr. Boggess was about
President Roosevelt and Secretary
to board a .Culver denied it best to get under on Eleventh and Ohio streets as refor tra-oa: Rosa Richardson. fata, train for New
"York and had the way. The Des Moines will remain snits of a serious congestive chill he instantly. He is a son of Berry Root assured the California delegafor t903-434: Edward C. Grouse. $5.32 money and papers
Smith was one of the hest known citi- tion in congress that Japan is not
in a leather ease at Natchez until February 14 or ts.
sustained yesterday.
.for t9oe; Jocepli IV. liughee. $17.714 in his
zens,
of Somerset.
without resources necessary for proses
inside coat. pocket. lie was
• for too;: Claris:a Tnrley. $4.5s for jostled vigorottaly
cueing
a foreign war. Iodispubalato
by several., men
Vvitettever a wise man makes a misEvery land flowing with milk and
1[905.
When a lazy man looks toward
while getting aboard the train.
,
lake it teaches him something.f
honey has giants in it. 4„
heaven angels, close the windows.
(Contioned on Page
/,
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CARTWRICHTS' LEVEE BREAKS
SALOON BURNS
AT MEMPHI
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Atthe Churches
Forgiveness of Sins." Worship will
be diehr in the lecture room as the
a'Aiats, decorating the auditorium
and others working there have not
yet finished their work, and will not
mail some time next week.
Henry spent this week at
Naaheille attending a meeting held
by congregational delegates from
ennessee and Alabama, during W hidi
lona-ring, there was taken up the
question of hereafter conducting anNorth Twelfth Mission.
preaches
nual misiionary conventions of a deCunningham
H.
Rev. E.
at the North eaminational nature.
tomorrow evening
Twelfth street Baptist mission, while
•
German Evangelical.
2:30 o'clock in the afternoon Sun"God's Will". is the theme for 'm day .school worship will be held.
Res'. J. R. Clark, the new assistant it-Aim-row morning's sermon by Rev.
Borquin of the Evangelical
ta Pastor Thompson of the 'First
Baptist church, went to Paris, Tenn., church on South Fifth street. At
yesterday to preach today and to- atght time his subject is "The Old
morrow at the clan-dies he has been Folks At Home."
v.-siding over, and which he will
Third Street Methodist
supply until a new pastor is secured
Rev. Peter Fields of the Third
to take the pulpit he vacated on coming here to take the assistant pastor- street afethodist church will tomoralai). When he conies here to remain row deliver more of the series of
constantly, he Wall then preach each "Holy Spirit" sermons which he has
bets expounding for the past fess
Sunday at the mission.
weeks.
Rev. W. T. Bolling of the Broadway
Tenth Street Christian.
Methodist church will preach tomorOnly Sunday school and conimurow morning on "The Sufferings of
(Avast and the Glory, Following." iCon services will be held tomorrow
Communion follows the morning morning at the Tenth street Christian
the
vas-ship, while he preaches again at clruedh. A large crowd attended
social and candy sale given last eventhv evening hour-.
ing at the chiench by the good ladies
cf the cotueregation and a fine time
Grace Episcopal.
The 7:30 o'clock worship will Mat was had by all
tie held tomorrow morning at Grace
Trimble Street Methodist.
Eeiscopal church. The usual a orship
Rev. G. W. .11anks of the Trimble
will be conducted at toaso a. ne and
cao p. in., by Rector David aVright. street Methodist church fills Ms pulpit
tomorrow morning and evening.
German Lutheran.
Mechanicsburg Christian.
Rev. Benta. the theological student
school worship well be held
Sunday
of St. Louie, preaches tomorrow
vsorning at the Lutheran church in at a:ao o'clock tomorrow afternoon
Christian
:he comity, while tomorrow evening at the NI echanicsborg
he occupies the pulpit of the German church
on South
Ianheran congregation
Preach at Oakland.
Fourth street. lie is suppiying these
Rev. T. J. Owen will preach totnorulpits until a regular pastor is gotten
ta succeed Res. A. C.' Illten, who had ,•ow and this evemng at the Oakland
to resign on account of hie health. Nlethodist church iii the country.
At taw o'clock tomorrow afternoon
Fist Christian.
a business meeting will be held by
worship and commitschool
Fenday
the voting members of ttie congregation to take action on home matters nom will be conducted at the usual
tants tomorrow morning at the First
pertaining to a new pastor.
Civilian church.
Second Baptist.
Temple laurel.
Rev. L. G. Graham fills the Second
RablIi Lovitch preaches amiorrow
llsatist church pulpit tomorrow mornatomism at It o'clock at the Temple
ing and evening.
sang church
First 1Presbyterian.
Kentucky Avenue Presbyterian.
"The Strength of Hope" will lye
Nev. J. R. Henry of the Kentucky
avenue Prebyterian church will talk the subject for Rev. W. E. Cave's
cm "The Bower of Perermulity" at sermon tomornaw morning at the
tomorrow morning's worship, while First Presbyterian church. lie has
•at the evening his topic will be The not yet chosen hi• evening theme.
First Baptist.
Rev. Calvin M. Thonenson of the
each toFirst Baptist church will
morrow morning on 'Publishing the
Tidings" while at the eyering hour
his theme will be "Who Goes There,
Pow They Are Treated, and How
Long They Will Stay." The night
taric is one of his series of talks on

CENTRAL SLAUGHTER PEN
FOR THE BUTCHERS
MEMBERS OF CITY BOARD OF HEALTH HAVE TALKED THIS
OVER WITH MANY BUTCHERS WHO SEEM FAVORABLY
IMPRESSED WITH THE IDEA. WHICH WOULD COMPEL
ALL MEAT DEALERS TO K ILL THEIR CATTLE AT THE
SAME SLAUGHTER HOUSE—THIS WOULD ALSO WEED
OUT THE LITTLE FARMER BUTCHERS WHO PEDDLE
MEAT AROUND THE CITY

Why
is
Your
Liver?
WRITE US FREELY
and frankly, In strictest confidence, teibng all your
troubles, and stating your age. We toll send you
TRU ADVIC.I., in plain relied envelope, and a valuable 64-page Book on "Horne Treatment for Woseen."
Address: Ladies' Advisory Dept., The Chattanooga Medicine Co., Chattanooga, Term
0 Se

Languid Liver
Is a universal evil of all warm climates, and is common, In the hot
season, everywhere. Its effects are quickly felt, in that sleepy, drowsy,
tired feeling, headache, loss of appetite, constipation, sick stomach,
poor blood, pimples, sallow complexion, nervousness, irritability, melancholy, etc.—all caused by the bilious acids acting on the blood, the
cure for which Is a quick cleaning-up of the system with

THEDFORDS

LACK=DRAUGHT
(Liver Medicine)

Absolutely no other remedy superior to this for an the common hot climate liver
diseases. For over Seventy (70) years, its sale has steadily Increased, until now It
THE standard, vegetable, liver medicine. Its merits may best be proved by its flock of
SpAIT10113 imitations. Every druggist has been Imposed upon by salesmen, and has one
or more imitations in stock. Be sure YOU get the genuine.
Imitations are Injurious.
Look for the name -Thedford" on the yellow wrapper, for if you get the gei,ulne it will
never disappoint. Try it.

At All Druiklista, 25c and $1.00

WITNESSES
SNOT WIFE'S "NE LAND
ARE ABSENT
SLANDERER
WE LOVE"
THE THEODORE PETERS CASE GEO. K. FAVROT EXPECTED THEME OF SPEAKER AT BANTO REVEAL CAUSE OF
WENT OVER UNTIL NEXT
QUET OF KENTUCKY
MONDAY.
TRAGEDY.
SOCIETY.

Claim the "Un- Many Speakers Pay Homage to the
W. A. Kramer Held to the Grand Congressmen
written Lune in Defense of
MOabtf Land At St. Louie
Jury on Charge of Stealing and
Act
His
Yesterday.
Selling Razors.

Theodore Peters was yesterday
morning in the police court given a
continuance until next Monday of the
warrant charging him with selling
liquor without a license at limo Broadway. The absence of important witnesses As S the cause of postponement.
W. A. Kramer 'sac held to the
grand jury on the charge of stealing
somo razors from Barber Frank Anders, of Jersey, and selling them to
another party, claiming the articles
'sere his. The warrant charges Kramer with obtaining money by false
pretenses.
The grand larceny charge against
Frank James, colored, was dismissed
He was accused of stealing some
laundry from the wagon of the Star
Laundry company, of North Fourth
street.
Pete Caldwell. colored, was fined
too and costs for striking and abusing
Pearl Plant, a colored girl.
Fines of $5 each were assessed
against Robert Harris and J. If. Robertson on the charge of being drunk
and disorderly. They are two boys of
the Maxon Mill section of the county
who tried to whip the doorkeeper at
the Kentucjcy theater several nights
ago.
Captain Young Taylor was dismissed and thereby exonerated of any
blame for the fisticuff he had with
Buck Whitehurst at First and BroadWhitehurst
way several da.ts ago
was fined $5 and costa by the court.
May Baasley was assessed $ao for
getting full of mean booze and then
trying to fight everything within a
mile of her. She was charged is ith
being drunk and disorderly.
For being drunk Wm. Beckenbaugh
was fined $1 and costs.

Baton Rouge, La.. Feb.
—After
St. Louis. Mo , Vet). t --The honors
three months in prison, attended by of the seventh annual banquet of the
his
wife, who
has
remained Kentucky Society', at the Planters'
true throughout, Congressman elect Hotel tonight ,were shared by WilGeorge K. Favrot, who on November liam Roger. Clay, of Lexington,.and
7 shot and killed his old college chum Dr Lewis S Mclfairtry. of Louisville,
and fan.ily physician. Dr R. IL Al- both of whom sled their native state
drick, because the latter had made a beautiful tributes.
Mr. Clay's theme was ''The Yoke of
disparaging remark about the wife oi
the congressman, aill go to trial for Things" His address was in the
his life here in the next few days, or shape of a tender message to the as. HAS PREMONITION OF DEATH
as soon as the special Judge. H. F. semblett wanderers front "Kentucky."
"Our mother, with her hair slightly
Brtinot, elected at a special election
Man Afraid to Ride in Street Car Is
to succeed Congressman Faerot as tinged with gray, still sits in the old
Killed in Wreck.
and
watching
boys
her
arm-chair
judge of this district receives his corn_
girls" He said many hate remained
mission and qualifies.
t - Samnel
Omaha. Neb.
Faerot held the offices of congress. tied to her apron oringta other. have
man from the Sixth district and Judge wandered away to the furthermost Thomas told Ia. wife an leavius home
of Fast Baton Rouge parish. The parts of the earth and Kansas, and this morning that he was afraid to
congresssional election had occurred today every sea and every clime ride to work on a street car. Fifteen
the day preceding the kilning, and five knows her children. While she, like minutes later he as. killed iii a street
hours before Dr. Aldrich was shot a true mother, regretted to see them car wreck.
down Judge Favrot passed the death 111111111•0111.11MM111011111111.-sentence on a negro for Murder. That
night he was arraigned in his own ;
court room
By an oversight in the Louisiana
tPonstitution. !here is no substitute for
Quit paying rent Let us bond the house; you pay for it all PIS
a district mitre. and Congressman
pay rent Vacant loin Is all purls of the city. Nice ins an tho
Parrot. being unable to grant himproposed car oittemies so Stood to miss depot en/ an Aim
self bail, was remanded to prison, and
pleie
imminent
streets from Sp, to Sipe each. Buy now on
there he has since remained with him
while cheap. Trim is the highest ground Is die city. Property le
the entire court machinery of the disanvancing rapidly.
trict tied up because the law did not
provide for such an emergency. The
supreme court declared the only NOlaiion was a special election of a disINCORPORATED.
trict judge. ant this has been done.
L hard D. Sanders, Pres. and Mgr. Phone 76s.
Unwritten Law.
Congressman Faroe will claim the
"unwritten law" A woman's name
was sullied and her protector put to
death the man who was responsible.
Fewer than half a dozen persons
know the nature of the alleged insult.
Congressman Faerot will be defended by Judge Thomas J. Kernan,
of Baton Rooge, whose views on the
"unwritten law" were set forth in a
paper read before the recent National
Convention of the American Bar association at St. Paul. Judge Karnait
then said:
"Any man who traduces a virtereis
woman's character or chastity may be
shot with impunity by her or her
husband or any near relative. But the
offendzr must first be given an opportunity to deny or disprove the
charge, or to retract and apologize."
It will fall to Judge Kernan to
1
establish that Aldrich was given this

'A solution of the alaughter pen sales down to the market, while the
as
question which the city board of farmer pays no license, can kill
and coming
to
wants
he
as
cows
many
health is now agitating with the to the city, peddle it around everybutchers maintaining them inside the where. The farmer may live five or
city limits, Dr. IT. P Sights, of the ten miles from the central slaughter
board of health. yesteeday said that pen and prefer not to take the trouble
be believed he and the other members of taking his cow down there for REASSURING REPORTS
OF LEVEE CONDITIONS.
of that body had figured out the slaughter.
By compelling all the butchers to
knotty problem with a great many of
Memphis, Tenn., Feb. 1.—Reassurthe butchers to whom they have slaughter at one place the city meat
spoken. In tha, connection the phy- inspector could be there and examine ing reports were received last night
as to levee conditions along the Missician continued that they had about all the meat properly.
ngreed that the best plan was for the
A central slaughter house would sissippi river in this district, and tinerection of a central abattoir just out- compel the butchers to give up the less the predicted stage of forty feet
side the city limits, and let all the little pens they now maintain at their is exceeded, levee officials are confibutchers take to that place their cat- 'homes, hot as the latter do not cost dent that no serious break will occur
tle to be slaughtered. Dr. Sights said more than $50 at the outside the loss as a re§tilt of the present rise. The
he had talked this over with a num- in this manner wotild amount to noth- local gauge last night registered 38.7
feet, a rise of .4 feet for the precedber of butchers and they scented ing.
plan.
the
with
pleased
pretty AN ell
The only drawback to the idea is ing twelve hours. Last night armed
The idea is to have the butchers all that only one slaughter pen would men began patrolling the levees to
chip in and put up a central slaugh- necessitate many butchers going miles prevent any attempt to cut the em- opportunity.
tering pen Which could be placed in with their stock to have them slaugh- bankments.
W'plf river. normally a small stream
the rear of the cemetery so the blood tered. While this is the only handiand refuse would flow off into Perkins capping feature, which could easily be running northeastward of this city, LOSES BY FAILURE TO
CASH CHECK FOR Si,ocio
creek. H would not cost but a few overcome, say the board of health and tributary to the Mississippi river,
hundred dollars to put up the pen. members, there are numerous points is now swollen to considerable proFrankfort, Ky.. Feb. T.—Tip! court
and then all butchers be compelled as advocative of the project. one of portions, and it is feared will break
slairghter their animals there.
which would be the riddance of the through its banks at a point north of of appeals, by Judge Nunn, affirmed
the Trigg circuit court in Addie. M.
the city.
Dr. Sights said the board of health city of the pens inside town.
Efforts are being made to strengthen ihrogmorton vs. H. S. Csrigsby's
would ask the city council to adopt
the bank at this point, but very little administrator. Appellee, a bachelor
an ortliance preventing the sale of any RURAL MEMBER ASKS LAW
be made because of the of sixty years, gave a check for ita
meats inside the city limits unless the
TO BAR WASHINGTON TIPS headway can
and county officials. 000 and made a will devising hill
current,
swift
slaughter
their
at
killed
are
animals
Washington, D. C., Feb. t.—Abolish after a personal inspection, declared property to appellant, then a littl'
pen. This will protect the regular
butchers from an ihvasion into their the tipping evil in the District of late last night that a break can hard- girl. She failed to calth ti:e check,
business by the farmers, who kill a Columbia is the request that Repre- ly be avoided. A number of lumber and he told her he etoull use the
cow at their home, or a hog. sheep, sentative Murphy, one of the rural mills along this stream have been incney and give her the intot st on it.
She fa:icai to trthaa.i the
etc., and bringing it to the city, ped- members from Missouri, asked the forced to suspend operations because
dle it out among the residence dis- House today. Itle. Murphy's proposi- of the flooding of their plants, and am: brought suit aft!r his death tor
estate.
tricts, thereby taking just that much tion is drawn to promote "the coin- several hundred men arc without em'business away front the regular fort of patrons of hotels-. restaurants, ployment as a result.
butcher. It is believed that if the cafes and eating houses in the District
SENATOR SMOOT
Takes Headache Powder; Dies.
farmer viho kills a cow once in a of Columbia." Any one, under the
TO KNOW FATE
Hamilton, 0., Jan. 31.—Elbert L.
while is compelled to go to the cen- terms of the bill, offering a tip or
tral slaughter pen he will quit the receiving one or any employer who Ilarrison, 30 years old, died today
Washington, Feb. t.—The senate
business, which is desired by the permits tips to be received or given after taking three headache priwders.' hag agreed to vote on the resolution
butchers, who claim that the latter is guilty of a misdemeanor and upon An autopsy showed that they con- declaring Senator Smoot not entitled
pay a license to do businezs here in conviction shall be fined from $5 to tained eight grains of alectanelid, to his seat at 4 o'clock Wednesday.
which caused death.
Felon:try 20.
the city and have to confine their $500.

•.(

leave, she would always bear the parting with heroic composure and wonlil
frequently encourage them with the
following quotation front
Henry
James: 'Go, tittle children, go, bearing an honored name, till everywhere
that you went they'll be glad that yon
hate come.' "
"The land we love." ended
ith
these words "Nature has obliterated
with noble trees, waving grass and
bloming vines, every trace of condict
and the gentle hand of time 'has removed the rancor from every heart.
The glory of Kentucky manlioati
achieved in war and in peace is cherished by all. The bitter feelings engendered in those trying days have
'ben consigned to oblivion in the old
state; the same bright sunshine and
the old Star Spangled Banner are
over all alike, and wherever her sons
and daughters are scattered Kentucky
is always home"
The other speakers were Andrew
M. Sullivan, Judge John M. Wood.
president of the societs, and Dr. Jahn
Young Brown, the retiring pre•ii:,..1.
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WHY NOT OWN YOUR HOME

M'CRACKEN REAL ESTATE & MORTGAGE CO.
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Steam and Hot water Heating.
Mole 133.
220 N. Third
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EDGAR y. WHITTEMORE.
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REAL ESTATE AGENCY
PADUCAH REAL ESTATik.. WESTERN KENTUCKY FARM, EA11*
soceatay PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT.
KEPITUCCE REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRIC:In
"
r
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR IT.
MG•R W. WMETTEMOR.E. PniniteLh. ins
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*ruction of his prerogatives, Mr.
crisis. is so near at band that no addiRaaner said, had raised a new schasol
tion or improvement could be made
of scribes who had cotnmeneed to
on the fortifications before its de;
.,naninnns
edit a- revised edition of the consti4
tution eatkd."the unwritten constituThe letter of Secretary 'rain to the
tion." The president is the prophet
senate appropriations committee was
(stains new creed, the Messiah of this
written as a matter of routine. He
asked the 'house committee to allow
strange halluc‘natiors.
S. THIRD STREET:
PADUCAH, KY
two,000 for this public work. He was
"But," he added, "one thing he has
RAYNi.SR
BITTERLY
SENATOR
adstrongly
He
$100,000.
but
given
no
to
right
do,
that
One.)
and
is to use
(Continued from Page
ATTACKS EX 11...:UTIVE
the vast public patronage at his disvised the senate committee to increase
TERFERtINCF
this amount as it was inadequate to
posal to compel obedience to his
evidence lias come into the possession carry out the plans now being made
sievva Another thing he has no right
'of the president and Mr. Root show- operative.
to do, and that is to make coming that sufficient funds will be availRegards Doctrine as Meat Donee:,us pacts with the speaker of the house
Me when needed. No clew has been RAILROADS AGREE TO
of representatives or its committees
and InsidiJ is to the InstituAccident, Life,ILlability, Stearn Boilergiven regaining the source from
to accomplish the legislation that be
tions of the Caunt-y.
CARRY MAILS FOR $19
wItieh these funds will be obtained.
desires or prevent legislation.
it is made clearly manifest that some Accept Compromise Which Will Save
s
s
Japan
'friendly power has intimated to
Government $4.000,00o a Year.
Waslisngton; Fs'a. 1.-1n a onech
4
that money will be advanced in the
tingled with itivestivea Set otor
that
United
the
event of hostilities with
Washington, D. C., Fein i.--RailRayner,
demo, rat, front nlarylasti,
s.
St a te
Residence phone 734
Office Phone 369.
road attorneys today agreed to a comPromise of Cash Encourages lap.
of
sub-committee
the
Pres.I nt voi.e.rt' • In a attacked
with
promise
Iti as a result of this guaranty the House postoffice committee which
ference in sta.e affairs.
that Japan has assumed such an at- is framing the annual postal approSenator Raya r E.:eh:sea that the Senator Denied Public Office to
titude and seems more desirious of priation bill by which compromise the
Those Who Favored Oil Inof
than
States
war with the United
pay for carrying the mails to the big wesident had eatica d govennental
vestigation.
averting it. This. information came railroad interests is to be made $19 fenctions not soanttrian upon ;inn 5.1
the
to
revelation
sia an astounding
per ton per mile per year. The subAustin, Texas, Feb. 1.—Ten more
Calilornians, who assumed that Japan committee appropriated for the rental the constitution.
witnesses
have been summoned for
the
I'd
:esritt
the
of
first
ta
He
consequence
a
as
is bankrupt
of postal cars be reduced from five
recent war with Russia and did not to four million dollar*. It was also speech of St: etasy Robt n so...La the prosecution in the investigation
of the charges against Senator Baito negotiate decided that in the weighing of the
.have enoligh credit
was described the gradual enlarge- ley. This makes seventy-four witinso loans.
the
weighing
of
practice
mails, the
ment of federal via/ass at OA espcitse nesses in all that have been summonWhile the president did not in- mail bags be abolished.
306 Ihvollway
ed on that side. Only eight have
the state.
government
of
thosos:Ottice 385--Iteddisco 16911
date as to whether the
been
have
witneses
No
examined.
Dangerous.
Doctrne
• ok Japan or the people sought war,
Calls
BECAUSE
been subpoenaed on behalf of Mr.
it is known that the present crisis has IN CONTEMPT
"I regard this nactriiie," said
LONG.
TOO
SLEPT
SHE
Icy.
Da
been provoked by the masses, who
aniniaansd,
Rayner, -thus
ai:aered to
J. F. Cermet of St. Louis was rearia still drunk with the success of
dangerons
tuon
a
as
emphasiacd,
and
Attachthcir last campaigns and seek addi- kt:s. Bachman in Court on
and insidions attack on the institu- called to the stand. lie was first
Action
Bankruptcy
in
ment
encounan
by
glory
tissuel military
tions of the coition.. Int:aunt there questioned as to the $1,750 soucher
Blames Maid.
ter with Another great nation. The
doctrine sate being canstantly illus- which has played a prominent part in
people arc urging the government to
of the the investigation. This voucher inbi Violet trated in the adatiuisconina
nett.
ICIticagis
stand firm and not permit any humiligovernment they Muse 1)4.6117411 as dicates it was for money paid to Mr.
ation to be imposed by the United Eaehman, Twenty-second street ex- t:ey were intended to be taken. as Bailey on account of the Texas
plained to Judge Landia in the United
'States
niamfesting the purpose af the present Cases.
with
threatened
District court yesterday afterStates
is
government
The
to carry this nese doe- • Oscar L. Stribbling of Waco apadministration
1117PRRIOR FACILITIES FOR HANDLING FREIGHT, MACHIN.
that she had failed to resoverthrow if it dotes not win the diplopeared 'before the committee. He and
colisteuction
constitittional
of
trim
matic battle being waged for the re- pond to a subpoena calling for her into execution whenever the op-Posto- his partner, Congressman Henry, CRT AND HOUSEHOLD 0000S.
storation of Japanese children to the presence before a referee in bankeity or emergency may arise for ita btought suit in 1890 againht the Wapublic schools of San Francisco. It ruptcy because her maid had negOFFICE SECOND AND MO, ROE. BOTH PHONZIL
ters-Pierce 011 company So recover
caercise."
is confronted with the choice of de- lected to call her She was before
lirst
The
to
effort
nicootio.
comproThe first instance of "conflict" bew:tic-lion by its ow ii subjects or war Judge Landis in the custody of a dethe executive End legislative mise the min according to Mr. Stribtween
matter
The
States.
with the United
•oita I Tnited States marshal, who had
Mr. Rayner said, oas ;a Ming, was made about May, two,
functions,
of war would become merely a ques- wrested he on a writ of attachment.
Santo
the
Domingo affair, ;a1 siCch. through Senator Bailey, be thought.
tion of self-preservation.
Attorney Ettelson said the: he had
president has evidently Ile met Mr. Bailey at Waco and Mr.
'the
said.'
Itc
. It was.with a realization of this advanced money to redeem the nomBailey told him that Mr. Pierce had
domestic aitsation that President ans diamond* and sold them'for his ivade his own treaty."
mentioned his desire to have the suit
tj•!
whethediscussing
Without
Roo•eselt wrote the Japanese chapter claim. Judge Landis obtained promstopped or settled if possible. &nibin his annual message which not only ises from Niro Bachman and the at- treaty was right he said: "Tae charge bling and Henry conferred with Judge
..esonthas
he
that
is
make
I
that
bet
aroused the people of California
to-neys to appear before a referee
Scott and concluded that ;mono
all those who advocate the doctrine for examination at hearings to dis- Oohed this in violation of the con- would be a satisfactory compensation
pratbeen
has
treaty
The
stitution.
for
of stair's rights. It wab written
close asseia owned by her.
tieslly carried into effect witlinia for the adjustment of the litigation.
consumption by the people of Japan.
Representative S. A. Johnson of
consulting
the senate." The same
Oficial Denials Expected.
Cilleapie
county was called as a witm-ans, he said. Might be employed
..keting under instroctions from the
sin
nt.'s
the
charge that Senator 'BaiBANK
OF
KIND
NEW
PLAN
deany
from
emphatic
collection
the
debts
of
and
tor
preaislesit deciaive
TO AID PHILIPPINE FARMER (entral and South American minis ley. while the resolutions providing
nials -.sill be milk by Secretary Root
for an investigation were pending
S.eeretary•Taft and all other officials
lie.
and prior to his re-election, had called
iiVashington. Feb. I.—An aariculfamiliar with the real facts of all
Upholds Judge Humphrey.
DEPOSIT IT IN OUR BANK AND GET 4 PER CENT INTERdeclarations that a serious crisis ex- turat bank, with a government guarMr. Rayner them turned his :torn- into consultation enembera of the legists in the reltions between the United antee of interest on the amount in- tien to the judiciary, announcing his islature and attempted to browbeat
EST ON IT AND SEE HOW.SOON YOU WIL LHAVE A BIG
States and Japan. The‘e denial. are vested in the institution, is *projected belief that this 'branch of the gas.- and coerce them into voting for him
districts
go
to
the
of
the
threatening
into.
people
by
the
of
benefit
the
for
BAND ACCOUNT,
made :11 the interest of peace and to
ernnient ought to be entirely free
present further irritation among the Philippine Islands While the plan of from executive interference. "It is of the members who opposed hint
the bank and the method of its estab- therefore my judgement; lie added. and deieat them for public office.
ma-sea in Japan
you have any conversation
The situation in Hawaii has hut lishment are new, the idea 'has been "that the criticism by the president
Bailey?" asked W., A.
little, if any, conneeti,sn with the pres- in the minds of the officials of this of Judge Humphrey with reference with Mr
ent condition of affairs. Statements gosernment for a long lime. Senator to Iii• ileiision in the caw known as Cocky, of the prosecution.
WILL HELP YOU SAVE. . CALL FOR ONE .AND LEARN
"I was asked to go to Mr. Bahave repeatedly hen made that Japan- Lodge. of Massachusetts. chairman of the meat packers' case 'in • the Mie‘e soldiers. disguised as laborers. the coinmittee on Philippines. has in. me. courts was uncalled for and an le)'S room and see him. The senator
HOW TO OPEN UP A SAVINGS ACCOUNT WITH US WITI1
have entered Hawaii in large numbers troduced a. bill for the establisbment invasisin of his judicial preroga- asked me if I was one of te signers
ONE DOLLAR. WE INVITE.SMALL ACCOUNTS,
and are preparing to seize that terri- of the institution. This bank is a pet tiveli."
of the Duncan investigation resoluthe
has
It
Tate..
Secretary
of
idea
Itisitigame
war.
of
esti*:
the
asked
tory in
"We cannot tolerate such intrusion tion. I told him I was. He
tipn
not demenotrated that those support of the president and of the on
we desired an inveeftgation. I
the rights of the courts:: conentering the Wand are actually sold- Philippine erimmiaaion Through stash
that owing to the charges
him
tonl
tamed Mr. Rayner. "The courts are
iers or that they hnee hostile inten- a bank. the government, it is be- not
that had becti made against him my
responsible
thc
to
presinent
of
they lieved. could aid with entire proyriety
tion. The fact remains that
States for their judgments. topic desired an investigation
have entered in unprecedentedly large and with practically no chance of !oiss the UnIted
have been pert, tiy 'Mr. Bailey said that he would see
would
judge
numbers. It is not denied that the the Filipinos in developing their lands
that he people who were opposing
Japanese in Hawaii would constitute and marketing their crops. The Fin justified if he had declined to submit n•rn in his re-election would never
in
executive
a
to
the
of
silence
rebuke
A grave menace in the (-sent of war. pinces now are forced to pay ruinaus
310 Broadway
hold another public oflice in the state
de could well, with dignities' and
It is known that the most rigid in- rates of interest for their money.
money
little
a
said
Tie
had
he
that
calm defiance, have proclaimed from
quiry i now progressing to deterthe bench: " lam a sovereign here. left and, thank God. he had the right
mine whether the great number of
Organising New Bank.
(,1 free speech."
Japanese laborers arriving at Hononforray is so' nto have
a thir? You have no greater fight to interme
with
have
I
fere
than
extrajudilulu arc really what they pretend to banking house. J. Ed Owen. a formbe or are what is alleged, tried and er director of the bank of Murray. and cially to denounce an act of yours as
ROB KLONDIKE CROESUS
seasoned veterans of the war with Chas B. Fulton. until quite recently u rpation."
OF GRIP FULL OF GOLD
Scores Action in Hanging.
n-.iiSecretary Taft fully realizes a slirestor of the Citizens bank, are
Mr. Rayner then pronounced his
the importance al establishing this organizing the new concern. The inOmaha, Neb.. Feb. 1.—John Bowfact it once and hais taken steps to stitution will have a paid up capital dinapproval of the president for his
aacertiin the facts beyond doubt. • of $Asamo. of which sum alreads about "intrusnin" upon the states, taking zen of Boston, Mass., returning from
4
fen example the note of the president the Klondike, was robbed on a Union
To Late to Fortify Harbor.
three-foorths. has been sub s- cribed.
As !ion as the stork is subacribed to Governor Guild of Massachusetts Pacific train coming into Omaha of
No special stress has been laid upon
increased appropriations for fostiiying the new institution wiiik make speedy in which the course of thc governor a satchel full of gold nuggets. RowPearl harbor because of apprehension arrangements to open for business.— n
cnmmencleil vi refusing no inter- zen, however, had turned most of his
that war with japan is imminent The Murray Ledger.
fere in the carrying out f the death noun into hank drafts before leaving
sentence against Charles L. Tucker. the Pacific Coast. and only lost$T,000.
Bowzen left Boston five years ago
"r never knew a communication of In
Alaska Ile made a strike and was
this sort to he sent by. a presideot
to the governor of a state since dot returning home with a fortune. Last
night the satchel and all the nuggets
foundation of the republic," said Mr.
The police here . were
Rayner. "and I deeply regret and de- were stolen.
a search of the
made
and
notified
plore the occurrence. It would have
train, hut failed to
limited
overland
1•ecn extremely good taste for Gain
recover the gold. Bowzcn continued
Guild to have respectfully recrime
frames
and
The Twice-a-Week Republic, of St. animation. The pictures
on 'his way East.
Louis. Mo., is giving away a beauti- are neat and pretty enough to grace tinned this telegram to the president
We have the largest line of up-to-date wall paper
fully framed picture, size 5 1-2 by the walls of a millionaire's home. • ith a caution that he did not request NEW KENTUCKY AND
7 7-4 inches, to every one sending $1 There is nothing cheap or shoddy he president's opinion in the case not
TENNESSEE INDUSTRIES.
in the city [and st the most strikingrprices
• for the year's subscription to their looking about them. They cannot be the sanction of his his high station
in
execution."
the
of
out
carrying
the
great semi-weekly paper and Farm duplicated in the retail stores for less
Chattanooga, Tenn., Feb. t.—The
The turbulent times in the senate
Progress. a monthly agricultural pa- than 5o cents. The best recommendaindustries for Kentucky
following
tion that we can give them is to say attendant on the passage of the rail- and Tennessee are reported by the
per published by The Republic.
This offer is open to both new and that if a.m.* are not thoroughly .satis- road rate bill were next alluded to by
compa n y.
old subscribers. If you ahe taking fied with your picture they will refund \tr. Rayner. "The president came
KENTUCKY—Louisville. $10.0cto
the papqr at present, send in your non the money for your subscription and into the game early," he began, and Tradesman:land
•
lar and have your time marked up for nay the postage for returning the pic- then added: "We realize that no
Owensboro—Flame factory: $20.000
fight is thoroughly equipped upon
nine:year and get one of these beauti- ture to them.
brick works.
. If you arc already a subscriber to this floor unless the president is in it.
ful pictures without any extra.cost..
Glendale—Sionoo grain elevator.
The- pictures re genuine works of the TWICE-A-WEEK REPUBLIC, He longs for a fight as the heart
afadianneille--$to,000 mining com-art, done in nine colors. Two of them or if you want only the agricultural panteth after the water brooks. It
•
pany-.
arc heads . of beautiful girls. One monthly, Farm Progress, send a silver was a match to the finish between
TENNESSEE—Chattanooga, Imwears a black picture hat and has two dime for one year's subscription to the senior senator from Rhode Is- plement works: basket factory.
roses pinned to her pink bodice. If this big sixteen-page farm and home land (Aldrich) and the prehident."
Clifton--s-Lumber mill.
• this Sine is desired, order No. 10, "The paper. The TWICE-A-WEEK RE"President Is Dominating."
Knoavilln—$5,000 coal company:
Spring Girl" No. ti, or "The Summer -PUBLIC is the oldest and best semiThe most wonderful exhibition of $5,000 marble company.
Girl," wears a •light brown picture. weekly family paper in the country, the president's power ,in congress
Spring City—Mining company.
Farm
Ilan trimmed with _light green. She and
. • Progress is the fastest Mr. Rayner believed to have been at
.......
Jellieo—$io,000 coal company.
also wears a white and green waist, growing farm monthly in America. the time of -legislating for the seaat you get both these level canal.
with a bunch of very pretty' flowers at Rtment
After describing the TO CLOROFORM BACHELORS
her breast. The remaining picture, or splenditlYplicationa for a year and fight he remarked: "It shows how
No. 12, is a three-quarter length pic- one of these handsomely framed pies the dominating aninit of the preaident Unmarried Women Send Petition to
ture representing "The Winter Girl," tures, all for only $11.
can ride the whirlwind when he has
Massachusetts Legislature.
Remit by /instance or enpress made up - his mind to legislate and
with a- long 'oat. boa about her 'neck
Bonsai, Mass.. Feb. I.—Unmarried
hank
or
monen_ordnr. registered letter
and a muff.
now he can produce a senatorial vac- women of Wakefield. Mass., have
The frames are made of ronroled draft. Do not seiM persienial cheats. uum beneath the swep of his mighty petitioned the legislature asking for
. plainly. Ma. genius."
Metal and are allsblack._ To tel them Write name and address
a law taxing all bachelors up to 40
from real ebony it would be necessary dress all Orders.to tht St. Lois ReSties Constitution Revised,
years old and an application of chlo'soon, Mo.
no take them from the snail for ex- rtblic,
the result of the president's con- to-loran after that age. ,j.'
•'
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it, and to keep out of his way means city, any theater, any audience knows
.110******4114140111414**••01110.•••••
•
to make him bolder and bolder. If • now what 'Salome' means, and ac•••
cepts ;t as a new standard of a new
•
LOCAL LINES.
they must have a war, why, don't
phase of 'art.'"
•
•
try to stop it.
PUBLISHED BY THE
*****eitestee•eta***
,
We must confess that we do not
t REGISTER NEWSPAPER CO. understand the peculiar attitude that
Poor old Jondee! Ile has been
The Frontier Committee of '14
Pirst andsSecond tyards_inet Thursday
(Incorporated.)
President Roosevelt seems to take called many hard names, and many
night an4 decided. to ask Chief of Poof his gifts have been refused, but it
Register Building, 523 Broadway in the matter, and we cannot reconREMAINS
OF
MR.
FRANK
HUN;Ace
Collins to 'let the patrolmen. incile his a.pparent'readiness to avoid remained for a Springfield (Ohio)
TER CONSIGNED TO THE
vestigate and keeriuer surveillance
President a brush with Japan with his reputed minister to liken him to Cain. RockeLHELM,
MILES E.
GRAVE HERE.
some houses the committee thinks are
Treasurer strenuous disposition. It may be that feller had offered $to,000 to the
ELM,
11OHN WI
bawdy establiehments down. in the
LHELM. Secretary -he is
ROBERT. S
the
First ward. There are' quite a numbut using the incident to further Foreign Mission society of
Mr. William H. Bottom Passed Away ber of them.
his wishes for a larger navy, the need Church of Christ, and the preacher,
Resources.
A most entertaining and beneficial
Eqtered at the Postoffice of PaduAfter Long Illness With Conof which we concede and also favor, who is also an editor, writ4s an edisession proved the monthly meetStig
sumption—Johnson Child.
cah, Ky., as second-class mail matter
Loans
and
Discounts
$523,319.-0
but we do not approve of any such torial on the subject, declining the
yesterday afternoon of the Paducah
Overdrafts, secured and unmethods
to achieve that end. It is gift, and closes as follows:
Alumni association at the Washington
Ss.00
secured
1,961.85
One Year.
and
a
marked
was
no
more
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Luilding
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to
nation
this
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beneath
of
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At 2:30 o'clock yesterday afternoon
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eveting
'last
night at Grace church
and fixtures
24.500.00 remains of the late Mr. Frank Hunter
.zo a foreign nation when it comes to president of Standard Oil is at the
One week
parish house, witnesAng the httle
1120
North
Tenth
cereDne
front
street,
the
National
Banks
our schools, but above all it ill be- present time." „
(not reserve agents)
29,328.21 monies being officiated over by Rev. play presented by the young people
Anyone Ailing to receive this paper comes us to attempt to avoid the issue
G. W. Ranks, of the Trimble street ender the auspkes of the church JunDue
from
State
Banks
and
iregularly,shcauld report the matter to
League.
through fear of a war with those peois
rejoicing
Indiana
over a two-cent
Bankers...136.4 68 Methodist church. Interment followed
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Due
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approved
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reserve
fare,
phone Cumbiand
bevy made clerk inside the postuffice
agents
Roosevelt is correctly reported, then tlik passing the senate yesterday by
67,443 93 eral days ago of pneumonia and his
relatives of Nashville were awaited to succeed Mr. T. W. Dolberryi who
we have no hesitancy in saying that a unanimous vote, the democrats and Checks and other cash
resigned and went to Indian Territory
before interment.
,
items
5.08
8-23
he does not voice the sentiments of tepublicans voting together. Some
locate.
New building account
1 moo oo
our people.
--Miss 'Katherine Winfrey
slay (perhaps) Kentuckians will have Notes of other National
Died of Consumption.
with
typhoid-pneumonia at their h
In the little affair between Japan cause to rejoice for the same reason.
Banks
9,205 oo
Mr. William If. Bottom, of 1129 on Twelfth and Jefferson.
Fract.onal paper currency,
and Russia our sympathies were with
Burnett street, died yesterday morn—Engineer A. C. Jacksou saiduiks
ANNOUNCEMENTS.
nickels and cents
44 04
the latter for the simple reason that
ing early after a lingering illness of mill in Mechanicsburg, is c*st
Cincinnati is considerably wrought Lawful money reserve in
we are for the white man first when
several years with consumption.
at Riverside hospital, where Dr. A.
City Jailer.
up over the prospects of a negro
bank, viz:
t..
it
comes to a physical contest. We
lie was forty-nine years of age and C. Sears operated on him.
the
announce
VS /rare authorized to
2o.cogo.00
surveyor of customs. She should Specie
the remaina will be buried in the Oak-, club
pnuao..ub..00 therm)
andielacy'cif Joe A. Purchase for city are willing to concede that the Japs have learned
by this time that if Legal-tender notes 7,000.00 27.990.00 land cemetery today.
—The art committee of the Wontjailetsubject to the action of the are sprightly people, and are making
Redemption fund with U.S.
Roosevelt has anything to do with it
He is survived by two sons, two art's club meets at. to o'clock. tInii
stem
atie. party.
Treasurer (3 per cent of
good progress: Also that some things
daughters, three brothers, three sis- morning with the chairman, Miss Anshow
no
a white man stands
circulation)
3,230.00
exist in the Russian empire that we
ters and his parents
na Webb, at her home on South F,ftli
are aulloorized to announce tbe
W;
where there i a negro aspirant.
Total
$773.997.36
_Infant Passed Moray.
do
not approve, yet when the whole
sVect.
cy of W. T. (Billy) Reed for
can
The three-months-old boy baby of
Liabilities.
iler, subject to the action of question is.summed up we must yield
city
Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Johnson, of 44
Today is groundhog day. The
ocratic part3f.
the
to the natural iintinct and sympathize
Capitol stock paid in.... $icio,000.00 South Tenth street, died yesterday
—Mr. Green Dale yesterday bought
• 100,000 00 morning
with the Caucasian race. There are a wise old weather prophet will have 3 Surplus fund
and will be buried at 2 out the interest of his partner, Clathe
We are authorized to announce
in
his
finding
here
hard
shadow
time
Undivided profits, less exscore of points to the discredit of
o'clock this afternoon at Oak Grove rence laickerson, in the livery stable
a
candidacy of Sam t. Beadles for city
the city if there is as much fog and
penses and taxes paid
34.074.37
cemetery.
and
which
even
we
Russia
agree,
to
business at 210 Jefferson street.
yaileropsubjeet to the action of the
National Bank notes outdown to the justice or injustice of smoke as last evening.
ldemoetatic party.
standing
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the issues involved in that war, but
Due to other National
Railroad Commissioner.
when all is said we still cherish a
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of Tennessee yesterday by the Due
feeling
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George \V. Landram. of Livingston
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county. as a candidate for railroad race when it narrows down to the significant majority of "al"
Individual
deposits subject
eimmIssioner from the First Rail- sole issue of victory or defeat for
to check
31604)017
reed district of Kentucky: subject to or fellow. Japan whipped Russia
USE BOX CARS.
Demand certificates of deIt.: action of the democratic party.
because the very form of government
25
of the latter country,in many re,pecta. N. C. and St. L., Utilizing Them for Time certificates of deWE HAVE CLOSED A CONStorage Purposes Until Depot
Saturday Morning, February a, 1907. was so repulsive to many of its subposit
:35.746 15
Is Completed.
Notes and bills rediscountTRACT WITH THE FAIRBANKS
jects that the spirit of patriotism
ed
1.525 oo
was almost asleep. and the day will
MORSE & CO. FOR THE SALE
Pendiug completion of the new Reserved for taxes
The Japanese Situation.
io.000.00
yet come when those things will he freight depot to be constructed at
Total
S775-997..36
OP THEIR MARINE AND STAA report sent out from Washington righted. Those who fought under Murray, the N., C. and St. L. railState of Kentucky. County of Mccredits President Roosevelt with be- the flag of Russia were not true road is using box cars as places of Cracken. ss.:
TIONERY GASOLINE ENGINES,
storage for the incoming and out1. T. A. Baker, cashier of tbe above
ing somewhat disturbed of the rum- patriots, •
AND WILL GLADLY FURNISH
handled by the line at named bank, do selemnly swear that
ors that Japan is ready and anxious ,Should Japan go to war with this going freight
that city. The material has been the above statement is true to the
I PlCES AN DFULL INFORMAto go_to war with this country on country it "will face a foe entirely ordered for the new depot and warehest of my knowledge and belief.
any ntetext, no. matter how slight. different from that put forward by. hours and it will begin arming next
TION ON REQUEST.
T. A. BAKER. Cashier.
If the'teport be true, then the coun- Russia. and the result will also be wek at Murray, at which time SuperSubscribed and sworn to before me
try is being treated to the spectacle very d:fferent from that experienced intendent Hills will send a large this 31st day of January. tom.
fore ot men there to hurriedly rePETER PURYEAR.
of its executive head undertaking to in that clash. In the meantime Mr.
buill the destroyed depot. It will be
Notary Public
pursue a course unheard of and that Roosevelt need lose no sleep over reveral week, before it is completed,
My commission 'Noires January 22.
would not be tolerated for an instant what Japan may do.
Al! that is however.
1908.
by the American people, and that is needed is for Japan to start the ball
Correct—Attest:
FILTHY LUCRE.
to suffer a foreign power to dictate to rolling, and America will do the
ROBERT I.. REEVES,
F. H. RIEKE,
the criurse we shall pursue in the rest.
General Council Prepared for ThousSAM I. LEVY,
conduct of the public schools supands of Dollars Allowances
Director,.
ported and maintained by the citizens
'Next Week.
Indecency Versus Art.
in their respective conununities.
.
s
The finance committee of the tits
The Louisville neening Post in an
According to the report the presicouncil met yesterday after
dent sikaild have the authorities of editorial under the caption "Are the general
noon and went over the bills and pay
San Francisco to retreat from the Provinces More Degraded Than New ions. which will be allowed by the
positioo that they have taken in die York," puts a few plain propositions council meat Monday and aldermen
the following Thursday. both in fuli
matter of excluding Japanese from at- before the public when it sass:
regular session. Many thousands of
chief
N%
"Conned.
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that
schools
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tendance at the public
responsibility for the prescitatirso of dollars will be allowed. The financia:
city.
'Salome' in New York, is very waits- statement shows a balance in the city
In tile first place; though Mr. nant at the prohibition of other per- treasury February T. of $45.634.86. and
REV. JOHN G. MILLER ADRooseAlt is presidtrit of the United formances by the owners of the Me- the new democratic administrations
We have every thing needed by the scholars for the second
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IT'S VERY SWEET TO B E ABLE TO GET A BEAUTIFUL

COAT 'NAT SOLD FOR Sas.00 OR $3o.00 FOR

!IS5.00
AND THAT'S WHAT YOU

CAN DO AT OUR

ROW MORNING. ANY OF OUR
COATS GO FOR Ss.00 CHOICE.

GET OFF LIST 2,000 NOTICES
OF DELINQUENTS
SENT OUT DON GILBERTO
LICENSE INSPECTOR LEHN- SHERIFF
OGILVIE'S
FORCE
HARD WILL START THAT
WILL
BEGIN
SERVING
RIGHT AWAY.
THEM NEXT WEEK,

STORE TOMOR-

MIXTURE

OR

PLAID

Everybody Must Pay Their License The Complaining Property Onwer
This Month or Be Warranted
Will Be Received, Comm.encin Court.
ing February 18.

Celebrated his seventy-first birtrday at "The Home of tho
Williow Springs," where all his patrons and Friends shook
hands with him and said:. "Uncle Don, you are no ba,ck
number, are you?". And, of course, "The Don" treated all of
them to "High-balls" of the celebrated "Williow Springs" with
"Shamrock.". One and all wished him long life and plenty
of "Willow Springs."
Of course, everyone knows Don Gilberto will do everything
he says he will, and for this month, and this month only, he
will give to his patrons, friends and enemies, a chance to
procure the Celebrated

Today License Inspector George
The county board of supervisors
Lehnhard will begin going oser the yesterday notified Sheriff John Ogilvie
books in the office of the city treas- that next Monday they would turn
urer and clerk in order to sec what over to hint about 2,000 notices for
business, professional or other com- distribution to as many property ownmercial men have not paid their city ers whose property assessments have
bottled in bond and four years old, at wholesale prices, in rstlicense for liaos. Getting off a list of been raised for county and state tax
membrance of his birthday anniversary and in appreciation of
the delinquents the inspector will then purposes. The notices will be served
what one and all have done for him since he opened, two years
get warrants against all, and the po- on the property owners by the sheriff
ago.
lice court judge has already an- and deputies, and all those' affected
' EXCLUSIVE READY-TO-WEAK
nounced that a fine will be assessed are summoned to appear before the
in each case, as there is no legal ex- supervisors the week commencing
ewe for not -paying the city license. February 18 and show what cause
4 full quiarts "Willow Springs" Sour-mash Whiskey,
When a warrant is issued it means they have to offer in urging that there
the party will have to pay the police be taken off the raise made to the
•
• court fine and costs, 'the original property valuation.
amount of his license and the ten per
It will take the sheriff and deputies
6 full quarts "Willow Springs" Sour-mash Whiskey.
• PERSONAL MENTION.
* cent penalty
next two weeks to serve all these
the
which
is
because
added
•
• they
did not pay during the month of notices, and during that time the su6•60************44460•••••
River Stagss.
January, which is the time fixed by pervisors will be engaged at winding
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene White of the
Cairo, 47; Chatanooga, 5.0;
charter for all municipal licenses up different matters, so there will be
ALE ma full quarts "Willow Springs" Sour-mash Whiskey,
Evansville. 39.0; Flo- Elizabeth street have a new girl to be paid in the public treasury.
nothing before them after the 18th
rence. 4:3; Johnsonville, tall; Louis- baby.
It will take the license inspector instant but to hear the protests made
Mr. Abe Reeser of Evansville, Ind., some days to go over the books com- by those whose assessments
ville, 8.2; Mt. Cannel, at.o; Nashwere
ville, 11.6; Pittsburg, 3.8; St. Louis. is in the city spending a few days. Hie pletely and get off the list of names raised. It will take about two weeks
st.3; Mt. Vernon, 44.0; Paducah. 44 3. isahe former Broadway batter.
of every one. Heretofore he has been to finish with those whose valuations
Miss Millie rarkins and
Mrs. accommodating to the extent of noti- are raised, and then the board will
The steamer Bottorff leaves Nash- Harry Mears go to Chattanooga. fying all delinquents it is time for wind up its books and turn them into
'distilled at McMinnville, Tenn., by Hennessey & Co., for this
ville today, gets here tomorrow and Tenn., next Monday to viait,
them to pay up, but this time he is the office of the county clerk, who
month only at the following prices:
Mr.
Irving
R.
and wife are visiting not going to be so gracious, for just takes the total valuation and
lies at the wharf Monday before desends
4 full quarts of Pure Apple Brandy
Memphis.
from
here
Tenn.
Clarksville,
parting for
as soon as he gets his list of those it to the state board of equalization in
Rushing
Mrs.
Mrs.
Edith
and
Harry in arrears he will proceed to get war- order that the latter can determine
The Joe Fowler came in yesterday
from Evansville and departed at once Elias of Cairo are visiting Mrs. rants, as every delinquent knows he whether McCracken county as a
on her return that nay. She comes George Lenhard of South Fourth. - has not paid his license, and then it whole is assessed as high and in pro6 full quarts of Pure Apple Brandy,
Miss Frances. Wallace went to is only a matter of accommodation portion to other counties.
•
back again tonterrow.
Helena,
night
Ark..
to
last
visit.
The supervisors will raise by sevThe steamer Kentucky gets out at
on part of the inspector heretofore
o'clock this afternoon for the Tea."'l kirs. Vs in. Booten of Deaver. Coro,, to notify those behind. He finds that eral hundred thousand dollars the
4 nessee river. She comes Lack next last evening went to Helena, Ark- when he does this that it does no total saluation placed on taxable
ma full quarts of Pure Apple Brandy,
after visiting Miss Julia Scott, and at- good. as be has to do it over again proper ty by the county assessor,
Thursday night.
Wes
The steamer Chattanooga is due to- tending.the Daviii-Bringhurst nuptials. when the time rolls around for the Troutman
Nliss Marjorie Scott today goes titt next licenses to be paid.
ssorrow front Chattanooga. and will
Remember that tne Celebrated "Willow Springs" Whiskey
leave on her return that way the fol- Indianola. Fla., to visit.
Treasurer Dorian has collected
Nliss Virginia Kinney of *New York about $to,000 the past few days from
is a pure sour-mash whiskey, not a sweet mash, nor a continulowing day.
.
ous run of the still.
A barge belonging to the Lack went to St. Augustine. Fla., yesterday. .parties paying their license.
Singletree Co. got loose from moor- after spending the winter with Miss
Across the -Brook" and over the "Hill," at "The Home of
ings at foot of Husbands erect yes- Faith Langstaff.
the Willow Springs," in "Early Times in 1905.. "Jack and
FREE ACCESS TO AMERICAN
terlay. but was caught end towed - Dr. H. T liessig has gone to
Gill" and "Beam" drank the celebrated "Willow Springs" with
SCHOOLS FOR JAPANESE
MR. JOHN G. REHKOPF BACK
ashore by Captain Charles Elmore Wewooka, Indian Territory, and loDon Gilberto at No. t:6 South Fourth Street, Paducah Ky.
CHILDREN.
ROM CONTRACTING WITH
cated.
hi a skiff.
THE FACTORIES.
NV J. H. Root, the barber, is here Washington. I). C.. Feb. T.-AuThe Dick Powler i• being repainted
Eitt elyseeta to resume husitie•• by en route to Princeton to live, and win tooritative announcement is made by
next Niusaday Ifaiweti here and Cairo. be joined there by his wife, whom diplomatic officials that these are the
he married recently at St. Louis. she Once
I.e..
im.pccifant 'provi‘lons of the Grandest Line of Everything Rolling
Miss Anna Smith of 3449 Cook
being
on Wheels Will Soon Begin to
Engineer John Ryman oi the
w treaty unto!) Japan that President
Come go with me to the Willow Springs,
avenue.
Arrive.
I I Steamer Joe Wheeler was taken ill
-'
Roosevelt is seeking to negotiate.
Samuel
Nashville
White
Mr'.
is
of
Have you ever yet been there?
ishile the boat lay here, and left by
Japan wants reaprocal exclusion,
visiting Mrs. William McCann.
Take a (link, and you are sure to think
Prejident
John
G.
rail for his hoçie 'II Nashville.
Relikopi
of the
not because American labor is inMr Mike Galvin an', wife of South
You own the arth and air.
• e Scotia as armed from he
7
,,1!
siding her industries, but for tare J. G. Rehkopf Buggy company. re&gen
returned
visiting
c
t-Stittb
*in
in
nu-ned
low tai
anirri r .stikh.
yesterday
from
a tour to the
preservation
of
her
national
dignity.
Close
by
the
Springs
stand
a
Grand Old man;
here f ni .11111:anapolis and Terri-Haute. Ind.
tarn halo;
The Mikado's representatives do not different leading buggy centers in the
He will dip, and talk, and tellcountry
where
n lookbenesafsdP the repairs lin
he bought many veeven mtimate that American workEarth's flowers may blast rod the green grass die.
e Charles Turner. which he bought
ir,stnert are going to Japan a; all, but hicles, while he leaves again the first
But what care you-"All's well."
•
frotn Mrs. Zeke Gordon, widow oi ICE BRIDGE FORMED
agreeemitt by which the Japanese of next week to visit many other
OVER
HUDSON
RIVER. are to be kept at h.ime must have
The Willows spring, and the springs speak back,
te former owner.
a piants.. Yesterday he returned from
And the good old world jogs onOne of the largest Southern shipcounter exclusson balancing considera- tiecinnati. Dayton. Hamilton. Miami's
But what care those who have felt its thrill
went. by towboats of coal made in Mat:y Persons Walk Three Miles tion and the exclusion of Yankee ar- . 1:nrg and Columbus. Ohio, where he
Acroai River From Nyack to
And seen "Good Uncle Don."
recent years left Louisville yesterday i
tisans from Japan and her posses- ha< bon for the past week or two
Tarrytown.
morning. With close to two millions 1
sions places the Japanese above the rnd bought about Lem d the most
A song may die,
and a lialki Issialiels the big Sprague
Chinese who are to be excluded from un-tei-date and swell outfitsever
And the world forget both you and other things,
XYack. X V. Feb. t.-For the the United States by statute. This seen or turned out by any factory.
,
and J.
B. Williams lefts for New
Unless you see and feel the flow
Orlean shortly before noon. The • first time in three years a complete foim' of treaty enables Japan to in- Next week he goes to Cleveland.
Of good old Willow Springs,
Spragu .had 1.614.000 bushe and the . ice bridge bas formed across thels
that she sacrifices nothing of dig- Chicago and Flint, Mich., to contract
Williams 78:woo. The Spragic nill Hudson river at its widest point nity or world respect.
;isr part of the output if the big
Then take us back to Willow Springs,
augmen$ her tow at Cairo to the ex- Three and a hall miles of water ser anufacturing plants in these big
Down by a shady dell!
. paroting Nyack and Tarytown is
tent of toutIcinoori bushels.
places.
Let us think and drink pod roll on the grassTWO-CENT
FARE
coiered
with* seven 'inch coating
,
The new vehicles purchased will
For the good old springs wcn t :ell.
FOR
INDIANA.
of ice, and with the freezing weathbegUs
arriving in the middle of the
;CORNERED
FLOUR:
ONCE
I
Cr which prevails is constantly grow I
No Increase for Paying for Ticket rronth at the Rehkopf buggy house
Y. mg thicker.
MOW DIES IN POVERT
Many persons. have
lit re, which is the largest in the state
On Train.
Blovvn in the
t i..alkeil across the river.
oloside Louisville. The consignments
I r•attle• Creek. Mich.. Feb I -Loyal
Jnelianapolis, Ind.. Feb. t.-The sen- will include swell stanhopes. phateons,
WILLOW SPRINGS and DON GILBERTO
i /V C. Kellogg. who first cornered flour,
ate today pai.ed the Bland Two-cent buggies, surreys, runabouts, spring
• • wrecking hie fortune, died today. In 1LIKENS
TOHN D. TO CAIN;
Farr Bill, which provides for a flat nagons. delivery wagons and everyAt the Home of
fi, 11866 Ejlong had 4.4,000 barrels of
SPURNS GIFT OF $to,000 rate of two cents a mile on all rail- thing else on wheels, all of which
'
.
Roar seared in Chicago and Detroit ,
roads. The clause to permit railroads will be added to the handsome lino
alone. Flour -.was $20 a barrel III! speing helis
. am°. Jan. 3/...___Thii, to charge two and one- half cents a charcteristic if Mr. Relikopcs proNew Yee* and millions awaitcci Kel- week's Christian Standard.
establishment
edited by mile when cash farces are paid on gressive
which is
logg uISit the arrival of the flour the Rev. J. A. Lord, and out today, trains was stricken out. Democrats maintained on such
a high standard
there.
tit he waited /of navigation hurls a philippic against
the foreign and .republicans voted unanimously he has no competition whatever this
to ope.rt and save him $36.000 In missionary board of the Disciples of for the bill. Representative Cravens, side of Louisville.
The buying pubftetglit. The season was later than I Christ church, of which it is the of .Madison. today introduced
in the lic will have a feast of low prices,
ever, and while the lakes were ice- official mouthpiece, for having ac- House a resolution calling for an in- as buying in ismisnally
large lots that
hound, New York secured flour from cepted a gift of $to,000 from John vestigation of the office of the State consume the
output of many factoanothte, source sruining Kellogg' D. Rockefeller. The editorial says: oil inspector. Cravens insisted on im- ries, Mr. Rehkopf
is put in a position
lures ent. Imrnediutely thcreaftes "How publicists without any profes- mediate vote, but the republicans by to give
the best for the least money.
ills big mills bsCirmze iisi'Kellogg was sion of evangelical faith in the ,reform a strict party vote sent the resolution
reduced to poverty, dying in his tum- work regard the donations's:5r. Mr. to the committee on rights and priviLimoges Blue, Latest
.%.
ble-down old mansion.
Rockefeller is seen in the refq,sal of leges. This means that it will never
Limoges-blue afternoon gowns deJudge Lindsay. Miss Jane Addams, be 'heard M again.
signed of the finest cashmere are
Baldheaded men would he cailsfielk, and their associates in
A deep hem of crochet likewise in of evening attire, and gowns in thies
the Interbeing introduced, is said, by some of
gray
even
make
could
hais I national Juvenile asssociation, to acif they
,Bride Thirteta Year) OW.
many
the leading Paris dressmakers, and
cases forms a border to the shade are often carried out in panne,
, Frt. 1.-. rcli these are invariably trimmed with skirt, this
es
et Vow where twchisithers grew before. cent from him a gift of ffs.ocio,ono
in turn being headed with embroidered in silver and designed
, to finance the international movement lloovermale, i8 vi‘ars of acre. and heavy dyed Irish crochet in the
the princess stvle.-New York Sun.
form the narrowest band of ermine.
'for the reformation of juvenile of- Cattle Jackson, 13 vsars
ped of deep collars en- short coats, the de1.1111.n.artnn.11.1111.1111.n.1
The same tint of grayish blue, with
fenders." The Rev. M. Lordeontinues: last night from Preston anal were sign being much raised and
interlined a wonderfully soft slimmer on its
The revolving fly-wheel gathers II)
i"Cain was no more a marked and married in I?ont .41. C.
with accordion chiffon.
surface, is also much seen in the realm flies.
discredited man, in his day, than the
president of Standard Oil is at the
,.4A6
present time."
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Byway

B'way

Willow Springs

Prices For This Month Only

" RIVER NEWS

$3.60

$3.60

$3.60

$5.00

$5.00

$5.00

$9.60

$9.60

$9.60

PURE APPLE BRANDY
$3.60

$3.60

$3.60

$5.00

$5.00

$5.00

$9,60

$9.60

$9.60

A SWELL LINE
OF %THIGHS

"WILLOW SPRINGS"

ttlzrak q

"i NE WILLOW
SPRINGS"

No. 116 S. Fourth Street, Paducah, Ky

Dr. Dwight's
Lilyderma
Cream

t

Prevents and Cures Chapped Rough Skin. Makes
the skin soft, smooth and
white. Sensoves all blemishes caused by the cold
winds.
DEUGHTFUL TO USE
AFTER. SHAVING
For Sale only at

1 a DIE: a. HURT IN CRASH
OF FREIGHTS ON BIG ROUR

Cincinnati, 0., Jan. 31.-Ja1nes
Keeler of Indianapolis and Knox Wilson of 'eolutnbus. Ind., were killed
in a freight wreck on the Big Fontrailroad today. Four other trainmen
were badly injured. Of the injtired
Daniel Sheehey, a railroad machinist
04. Iniclianapolis, is thougiht to be
' fatally hurt. He was badly crushed
i and sustained fractures of the legs
and ribs., The wreck occurrid in a
heavy fog. Keekr. the conductor of
the first freight. anti. Wilson, a brakeman, were asleep in • the .caboose.
when the engine of the second train
DRUG
STORIt
,
. crashed into their car.
Samuel
rtrinnrionrt n.ri rusrtnro trus • Welch, lives in Indianapolis and flea*
at Greensburg. Ind.
.

BACON'S

i
i

1

FOR THE BEST COAL ON THE MARKET
NE 254
GENUINE
REAL
TRADEWATER
COO
PITTSBURG
West Kentucky Coal Co.
INCORPORATES

Office and Elevator 2nd & Ohio
lb

ESTIMATES FOR TWO SISTERS HAVE
SECOND STREET ECZEMA OF HEAD
LNGINEER WASHINGTON NOW
MAKING THESE OUT FOR
CONTRACTOR.

Force Now Has Much
Time in Which to Attend to
Indoor Work.

Two Illinois Girls Suffer from Scalp
Trouble Another Sister Needs a
Tonic—Friend Suggests Cuticura
—They Use It and Now Gives

T:ngineering

‘2?

City Engineer I.. A. Washington k
row at work making out the estioiates showing how much each proprrty owner owes the contractor for
she concrete pavement and brick
• :street constructed on Second between
Xentucky avenue and Washington
-ireet. This improvement is the only
',lock that has been thoroughly completed down that way, and as soon as
the bills are made out they will be
turned over to the contractor so he
ran collect his money from the parties owing him. The work on Second
astreet was let in a contract all to
itself, therefore the estimates have to
he male out separately for that block.
The work on Washington street lacks
a good deal of completion, and the
finishing touches will not be put on
end) spring, when First street from
Broadway to Washington street will
olio be reconstructed.
As coon as the engineer gets
through with . these etimates he is
practically done with all the old busiOe$S banging over from last year, and
wift begin outlining many things in
the improvement line that will be
done during 1907. The sanitary sewerage systen% under course of conetruction now is the only out-of-door
-work tcoengage the attention of the
engineering force this winter, therefore they will have several months in
wh;ch to look after the office details
for coming improvements. etc. There
are about eight in the engineering department and during the warm season all of them are kept out on different improvements with exception
of one office man.

X-RAY PHOTOGRAPH
AT. OF FRACTURED JAW
INTRODUCED IN SUIT FOR DIVORCE AND ALIMONY RECENTLY FILED BY JOSEPHIN STILES. OF COMIC
OPERA FAME

MUCH PRAISE TO ALL
CUTICURA REMEDIES
must give much praise to all the
Cuticura Remedies. I used but one
cake of Cuticura Soap and one box of
Cuticura Ointment, as that was all
that was required to cure my disease.
I was very much troubkad with eczema
of the head,and a friend of mine told me
to use the Cuticura Remedies, which
I did,and am glad to say that they cured
my eczema entirely. Since then we
have always kept the soap on hand at
all times. My sister was also cured
of eczema of the head by using the
Cuticura Remedies. Another sister has
used Cuticura Resolvent and Pills and
thinks they are a splendid tonic. I cannotsay exactly how long I suffered, but I
think about six months. Miss Edith
Mummer, R. F. D. No. 6, Morrison,
LL, Oct. 3, 1900."

EVERY CHILD
Afflicted with Torturing
Disfiguring Humors
Becomes an object of the most tender
solicitude, not only because of its suffering, but because of
the dreadful fear that
the disfiguration is to
be lifelong, and mar
its future happiness,
and prosperity.
Hence it becomes the
duty of mothers of
suth afflicted children
to acquaint t foolneelvea
with the purvot and
most effective treatment available, via: warm baths with
Cuticura Soap, and gentle anointings
with Cuticura ointment, the great Skin
Cure. Cures made in talianey and childhood are usually speetly and permanent.
Frternal and Internal Tres
ir or Infants. l'Pildrea. a
&ay taarj to ircsass
the

Into am/ Ilorap.

was suggestive throughout.
The late Oscar Wilde's fanciful
story of the fate of John the Baptist.
described by severe critics as the very
essence of the decadent, dramatized
and set to music by Composer Richard Strauss, had never before been
presented in this country. The music
wait pronounced wonderful, a atep in
advance of 'Wagner. The 'Mel were
in German. somewhat mercifully term
acring the passionate Wilde language.

"Salome" Shocks Blase New Yorkers,
HAS HER SECOND SIGHT
and Manager Conried,of the MetroAND THIRD SET OF TEETH
politan Opera House, Consents to
pr•
•
Withdraw It
tatatimnbus. Ind , Jan. at.—Mrs.
Sarah M. Patterson. who makes her
-home .with her daughter, Mrs. Harry
Josephine Stiles, a former comic Jackson. in this city, is cutting her
opera star, has made new mice of.the third set of teeth. She will be eightyN-ray. In a suit for divorce, which is nine years old on June 23 next, but
now pending in New York. the ac- in spite of her age she is bright and
tress, who is known in private life as spry, and she takes as much pride in
Mrs. Cyrus Stiles, submitted as part her personal appearance as if she were
of her evidence an X-ray photograph seventy years younger. Mrs. Patteraaowing her jaw which was broken by son was born in Ohio. cut her first
her husband when she trapped him set of teeth as an ordinary baby does.
and a pretty stenographer. Dorothy and this set was replaced by the reguMorton. a: a hotel in New York. The lar second set. The accond set went
husband alleges that the blow which the way of the dentist several years
fractured his wife's jaw W as not ago..and now the third set is coming
struck in anger, but that it was mere- in. Mrs. Patterson says the new
teeth Ice! just like her second teeth
ly a "love tap."
• The justice before whom the case when they came in. She keeps .well
is pearling took a different view of thc informed an the topics of the day
matter after the photo bad been in- by reading the newspapers. and says
nrodaced, and ordered Mr. Stiles to she has second sight. • She used
pay $ao a week alimony pending the glasses several years ago. but her
eonsi.leration of the case, and the at- eyesight has, now improved so that
torney', fee. which will amount to she can read even small print with
about $300. Josephine Stiles, was 2 her naked eye.
favorite in the comic opera world a
With her first proposal a girl is
few years. loto. and n as seen in this
convinced that she will need a large
city last with ''Piff. Paff, Pouf."
bank book in which to keep the record of her offers.
Ellen Terry in a Shaw Play.
' Miar. Ellen Terry. for many years
•
'associated with Sir Henry Irving in
his American toura, made her debut
as a actie star in New York Monday
night. Her vehicle is one of Bernard
Shaw's plays. "Captain Brassbound's
Conversion." Miss Terry assumed her
•i„
:proem role at a production of the
4P-C
piece in London a year ago. :Mks
"Terry is the only feminine membCr of
the cast. andoi-lie-apiece was voted
Ilitalicat Award
• mare or ler freaky or talky by the.
I
WOF/LDIS FAIR
t
-New York cl-hics.
ST. LOWS

GET THE BEST

• GRAND PRIZE

'Frisco Dramatized.
I.incoln J. Carter. Nvlit•se fame for
-producing scenic melodramas as no
sitter manager has ever site:ceded in
slaing, will present his latest play:
-While Frisco Burns," at the Avenue
,ttheater next week. From a scenic
point of view, Mr. Carter is said to
have reached tigh;water mark. The
'seat sale is now going on.—T.ouisville
Post.
"Salome" To Much.
'Salome- .will be taken from the
atatre of the Metropolitan opera house
Yielding to the protests of the direct-curs and stockholdera of the theater.
ikinrich „Conried has consented to
opera, the libretto
witholarav 'lie
olapio;alt WV uvritten by Oscar Wilde
-anal the onesie by the youngerStrauss.
-,c)f I )r -den.
l'haater-aorra in the metroaaa ...Cave been jarred H.. yelcircrot be .''v b y
"Sri'. are '• '"a•••• aetgb..a.
Caused :he distaste to "al," It

ZH
WEBSTER S
INTERNATIONAL
DICTIONARY
•

Recently Enlarged
wiTh

•

25,000 New Words
New Gazetteer of the World
With more than 25,000 noes, based on the
latest census ret urns.
New Biographical Dictionary
containing the names of over 10.000 noted
persons, date of birth, death,etc.
Edited by W.T.BARR PI,Ph.D.. LL.D.,
United St mites Commissioner of Education.
2380 Quarto Pages
it., rates.
5000 illostrstkaa.
Birch Marlins.

Needed in Every Home
Also Webster's Collegiate Dictionary

MI Puns
kOG Llastratiosa.
Regular Edition is 13z'4 iar.''ras. ildadlagy
De Luxe Edition 1.,:lesix1'; is, rr1111e4 frots
alms plat

•

rn

papa?.

boartlital

ea,rin.

''LheLaveryWrial:44"111.istraty-.1 us:spats

•G.0 C.lifERRIAM CO.,9
Publishers, Sprlasifield. Maas.

perky

japan

(Nashville Banner.)
Secretary Taft urges an increased appropriation for fortifications in
Hawaii and at the same time Viscount Hayahi, foreign minister of Japan,
is interrogated in the Japanese parliament concerning the San Francisco
school matter, andreplies: "In the event of an unfavorable decision, in a
pending test case, the anti-Japanese movement in California will be considered to tepresent the opinion of the whole United States, which would require diplomatic adjustment."
These simultaneous occurences are at least suggestive, and since Secretary Taft failed to state any reason for the increased appropriation asked
for Hawaiian defenses, it appears that he wishes to be prepared for any
possible emergency in that quarter.
The SanFrancisco school incident is too small a matter to cause a war
Setween two great powers, and if Japan makes it a casus belli time reason
will be that she seeks an excuse to try conclusions *lilt -the -United States
for the control of the Pacific.

Japan is 'nightly puffed up because to vienna, where they were defeated
of her two victories over China and by an any under John Sobieski.
king of Poland.
Rusaia. and her people are imbued
The Huns. the Tartars and the
with the spirit of conquest. It has Turks all tad the same
reputation for
always been so with a people first reckless, daredevil fighting that, the
emerging from obscurity, and beneath Japanese have, and to Eastern Europe
Japan's veneer of civilitasion lies the they were irresistible, but each in
barbarous instinct for predatory war. contact with Western Europe was
It may be that Japan covets the forced to succumb.
klind possessions of the United
The once vast power of, the Khans
States, and considers this 'country the 'haa long been little more than a mateasiest mark for its next conquest. ter of romantic tradition; the sultan
NO European nation is so situated as is a "sick man," with a decaying emto invite attack, and a war with a pire, but their kindred of Japan have
European power would be likely to sprung suddenly into new and wonproduce combinations greater than derful strength. They are as good
Japan cares to go up against.
fighters as were their predecessors,
The white race ha a been three and possibly imbued with the same
times in the past threatened with the aggressive tendency. It may devolve
yellow peril. Attila. "the Scourge of upon the United States to administer
God." laid all Southwestern Europe to them tho lesson that :other militant
ender tribute to his conquering Mongolians learned front the people
hordes in the fifth century, and threat- of Celtic and Teutonic stock in tae
ened the entire continent until the centuries gone by.
sterner metal of Western Europe
‘Var is no t so immiuent that there
turned him back with daeat at is need for , excitement or alarm.
Chalons. Again, about fina years later, I Japan has inot sufficiently recovered
the Tartars conquered Russia,, held from her encounter with Russia to be
it tribu:ary to the great Khan, and prepared for another great war, and
continued to penetrate west until she has her 'hands full in the regulathrust back by the valorous knights of tion of Korea and other continental
Germany.
territory acquired by that War. But it
The Ottoman Turks were a Mon- is well enough to be prepared. antl
golian peopie. they overthrow the the increased appropriation for deIlyzawitte empire, conquled the ell' fenses that the secretary of war has
tire Balkan peninsula, and passed on asked should be granted

Caron Directory Company
irioirsTifli: Kentucky
Branch Office in Paducah
REGISTER OFFICE

For the COnY01114:11C0 of our pat rons and the citizen'
belv
i
ofdeo*
we
have placed copies of the directories o I the cities named
the mom

tug Register office at

p3 Broadway where the public, is
ted te oil
when desiring the address of any resident of the cities named.

THE SIXTY CITIES CONTAIN
OVER 13,000,000 INHABITANTS
ONE-SIXTH OF THE
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POPULATION
STATES.
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List of Directories on File
ALLEGHENY CITY, PA.
MANITOIL cow.
ATLANTA, OA,
MEMPHIS. TEM.
MILWAUKEE. WM

BALTIMORE, MID.
ROSTON, MA.

MINNEAPOLIS, MIN.

=rim

BIRIDGEPORT, CO NW.
BZOIX. N. Y.
YN. N. Y.
e
llaQ
ur
fr
o
. N. T.

NAEIRATruit,
NAUOATUCZ, OONII.
NEWARK. 111.

CEAETAN000A, TICNN.
C/ECIKNATI, 0.
CHICAGO, InCLEVELAND. 0.
COLUMBUS, 0.
COLORADO CITY,COLO.
COLORADO SPRINGS. COLO.
COVINGTON. KY.
DATTON, 0.
DENVER, COLO.
DaTIOIT. MICM.
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.
DULUTH, MINN.
FAIRFTELD, CONN.
IND.

nmstanapous,

JEFFERSONVYLLE.
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Base Balt Dope
The Cairo Bulletin has the following done anent the baseball situation:
Danville may have a team in the
Kitty league after all. according to
news that (-antes- from Centralia.
where the league meeting was held
Sunday. This team will not be controlled by the Danville Baseball association as it now stands. as the directors tave declared themselves
again-t it and are etyma
. orted in this
by the fan.. According to the report
from Centralia there is a dark horse
in the field.
Here is the report sent out concerning this move:
"Although the present owners of
the Dana ille club maa refitae to again
place it in the league the territory
still belongs to the Kitty and will be
natal by it. Anent* man whose name
was- not announced informed those at
the meeting that he would place a
team in Danville if given the °poortimity and guarantee to run it through
the season. In case the present owners of the franchise ?time to again
come in thia man will be given the
franchi,e and the Danville team,
which. if 'as good aa that at the dote
of last scalson. will be almost fast
enough to get away with the pennant "
Ierkwater League in Prospect.
The league meeting a as a good deal
of a frost. Nothing was done except
to release Jacksonville from the
league and to arrancre another meeting for Thursday. There were representatives there from Centralia. Palm
Mattoan and Vincennes and it seems
likely that these cities, with Paris and
Champaign added or Danville. if there
ia ally-thing in the report given above.
will compose the league. This league
composed of such small towns, could
hardly be expected to last much past
the Fourth of July. if it got that far.
Cairo and Paducah.
There a a, no action taken toward
dropping Cairo and Paducah from the
league, butt this will likely be done on
Thuraday. when the magnates are to
meet at Pana and perfect the organization of a new Kitty. At this. meting the formation of the league will
be completed and officers for the coming year will be elected. Paducah
and Cahn will be asked th send representatives to the meeting and unless
they :tome they are practically certain
to be dropped. It is believed they
will not come, as Padneah is anxiatts
to quit league baseball and Cairn can
not expect a berth with Paducah absent because of ha location.
C. C. Gosnell. of •Vincennes, will be
re-elected president of the league,
having announced that he would accept the office. He will also take
charge of the Vincennes team.
More of the Same.
"Now that Vincennes is practically
asauredtoi remain in the Kitty league
another season the work of getting a
team will be taken up anti it is presumed there will he no delay in this."
says the Vincennes Canital. "With
Jacksimville, Caista and Paducah out
of the league, a nember of good players iriay be on the market and there
is probably not nne of them but who
ironal jam!) at the chance to come to
Vincennea if the opportunity was
!''a e7tan:e5 arc

The

a

CARON DIRECTORY COMPANY
Register Office, 523 Broadway

these players will be awarded to the
new cities in the league. There are
also many players in the other league%
who have outlived their usefulness in
the city in which they played last season, but who are plenty fast enough a_
in the same company if placed in another city. The lot. are also filled
with grant plaaera and there wilt be
little difficulty getting a team that
will make a good showing in the race.
While it eannat be expected that Vincenne% will win a pennant every year.
there ia as good a chance for it this
coming season a. ever before and the
fan watching the team fight for the
top will he on hand as in former years
"Whether .Eddie Kolb will manage
Vincennea this year remains to be
seen. hut you can pretty near bet
your last dollar that he will be on
hand when the blue birds begin to
sing. Eddie. at the close of last season. annotteced his intention to quit
baseball and has never said that be
wculd return to the game. but when
tie finds that what is left of the
Champc will assemble here again the
only thing to keep him away will be
word that he is not wanted. Eddie
thinks mighty well of C. C. Goanell
and when he learn; that C. C. is to be
in the game again le will find it is a
hard matter to keep aaay from Alicetown until .time far spring practice
•One good reason to believe
that lie now has no intention of quitting the game is the fact that he has
a-team at Miami. Pia and is daily
practicing with it.
SCANDALOUS CONDITIONS
IN UNCLE SAM'S SERVICE
Chicago, Jan. 31.--A dispatch to the
Tribune from Washington says:
Scandalous conditions have been
found in various government departments a; a result od the investigations
being made by the house cottimittee
on appropriations. The committee
has discovered that in one branch of
the public service contracts have been
let at exorbitant prices. for material
invented by all employe Who was a
member of the board which made the
award. In another department contracts have been awarded for material
in the maritifacture of which tone of
the officers was engaged. In still another inventions which ware developed by employes during their government service have been used by
the government at a high cast.
If the members of the house arc
successful in the campaign they have
begun thousands of dollars will be
saved the government annually. and
there will be a more sharply defined
right of an employe to control exclusively an invention he hair :levelnped and perfected in thc comae of
his official duty.
•
Plunder Hidden in Rags.
Fort Dodge. Ia.. Jan. 31.—Four railroad detectives with the assistance of
the local wake recovered a valuable
shipment of brass fittings, copper
wire. linotype metal.. etc.. 'hidden in a
congigement of rags and arrested the
members of tlw junk firm of Rueben:
stein Brothers on a charge of receiving stolen property.
_•

Healthy Bath Rooms
Good plumbing mesas
good hea:th and tais combined with modern saritarv
fixtures helps Ea keep the doctor out
VIssawd* Parer:aim
Cbt.Y°tIr house.
Enameled plumbing fixtures make
heathy bath rooms, are sanitary and
hare a beauty all their own.
If you intend making bath room urn.
provements, iet us show you aampes ut
this famous ware. We guarantee good
work, prompt service and attention no
matter bow sina:i or hots large sour job.
E D. HANNAN.
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I was all ear,
Two hundred and fifty thousand
County Work a Specialty.
— —
(Nashvilk Banner.)
And took in strains that might create
dollars a year!
Feb.
r.—If President
Washington,
Ky.
narrowly
most
and
Tyler,
The
ungenerous
620-3.
Old 'Phone
a soul.
Just think of receiving that amount
Roosevelt can bring such a thing
prejudiced utterauce elicited by the annually—without working for it.
Under the ribs of Death."
•••milograIll
about, congress will pass a law which
celebration of the centennial of the
An interesting, and not untenable,
Two hundred and fifty thousand
birth of Gen. Robert E. Lee that has ,dollars a year! Just imagine getting theory of certain modern scientists is will prevent discrimination against
come to our notice is an editorial in that sum every twelvemonth—as a that music may be employed as a cure the uniform of the army and navy.
IC. HENDRICK,
Several cases involving this question
the Los Angeles Times, a paper gift.
for ills to which human flesh is heir. are
pending in state courts but the
it,
a
expesses
as
which,
correspondent
MILLER
3. G.
Two hundred and fifty thousand While harmonies can not repair a
"is chronically rabid toward anything dollars a year! Just fancy receiving lesion, it is conceivable that music, more recent case of the refusal of a
WM. MARBLE or anybody of southern origin." The that money annually as a donation like sleep, Alight be such a "balm of skating rink proprietor at Plattsburg.
$ Frwriter of that editorial, presumably from a man to whom you do not hurt minds" as to be effective in the N. Y., to admit two soldiers in uniGen. Harrison Gray Otis, makes a speak. Try to picture it as coming treatment of many ailments in which form, which was sustained by Judge
critical reference to President Roose- from a person with whom you are at mental conditions, resulting from dis- Everest, of the city court, has given
velt' eulogistic letter on Gen. Lee, swords' points, from a man whom yon ordered nerves, breed toxins of their an impetus to the movement set on
foot by the president some time ago
and continues:
would not touch with a ten-foot pole, own. It is, at any rate, because of
LAWYERS.
Although it may be that President from a man with whom you have the power of music and flowers to to insist that the uniform shall be
Roosevelt could not with propriety quarreled, to whom you have said soothe and comfort the distressed recognized in all public places.
An iuteresting Phase of the Plattshave brought out certain great his- bitter things. TwO hundred and fifty that there are persons who believe
Practice in all the courts of th torical tenths, that he could not fitly
burg case developed today when it
so
is
effect
their
a
psychological
from
year
every
dollars
that
thousand
&att.- Both phones 3r.
known that Judge Everest rehave said things of vettly greater imallow to great that they may have also an became
200MO i. a, 3 and 4, Register Build. portance than anything he did say, it man whom you would not
cently wrote the president stating the
whether
and
value,
•dog!
therapeutic
your
actual
caress
be 523 1-2 Broadway.
grounds on which he based his deis obvious to the Times that the ocTwo hundred and fifty thousand the theory is true or false, good musk
41
casion should not be allowed to pass dollars a year is nearly-$.3,000 a week. is perhaps the greatest single agency cision, maintaining in effect that the
without stating these pregnant facts. And $5,00 a week is nearly $700 a day. for the spirit mu, mental and moral case was not one within the meaning
Due regard for the highest patriotism Just think of it! Seven hundred dol- uplifting of the masses. Its influence of the bill of rights, affecting the i
and for historic truth demand that lars a day, every day of your life, is perhaps less potent upon persons question of race, creed or color. He
they be not ignored. It will not do with no danger of its ever stopping. who do not understand it than upon frankly expressed the opinion, howto le: Gen. Robert E. Lee be held up Seven hundred dollars a day forever. the musically educated, but to the ever, that the matter should be taken
before the eyes of the rising genera- If you are awake 1.4 hours out of the humblest and dullest of wit it has up by congress and a bill passed
tion as a knight without reproach, as 24 it means $too an hour. You can some inspiration. But as to the pure making it an offense to discriminate
The type of American manhood to be spend $700 a day without being ex- all things are pure, to the corrupt all asia'nst the uniform of the army or
by
taken as a model, as a patriot to be tramagant. It is yours.
things are corrupt, and there is noth- the navy. This letter was referred
of
Jenkins,
Chairman
the
to
president
revered and imitaed. The distinction
If it is rainy, or if you are india- ins( that can not be perverted by the
between a Robert F. Lee and a poied, or if for some reason you do perverted. New York is just now the house judiciary committee, who
Ulysses S. Grant is vital and must not not want to spend your money to- "enjoying" a musical orgy that is a took a rather conservative view'as to
be overlooked.. It is essential to draw day, ,he next da'y you will have twice revel of degenerates. The production the right of congress to deal with
the question, but sueeesting that the
the line today as it was in the sixties.
Nnuels—namely, $1,400. And the of the Wilde-Strauss "Salome" conRooms 5 and 6, Register BuildIng, The Times is willing to admit that third day you will have Leto°. and stitutes an exhibition of decadence opinion of the judge advocate general
Gen. Lee was a great and brave sol- the fourth day tedeao—all piling up that can hardly be considered too and the attorney general might be
PS z-s Broadway, Paducah. Ky.
sought in reference thereto. Chairdier who was unAagging in his devo- and waiting for you. There may be seriously.
New Phone 490; Old 1457 R
tion to the confederacy, and who after mistakes in arithmetic, but one gets
The New York World pertinently man Jenkins. at the same time, rethe war conducted himself so as to dazed thinking of it.
IFSCIALTISS:
says that Wilde has had his revenge— lated two ipstances which 'had come
under his personal observation where
win universal commendation, but it
Abstracting of Titles
Two hundred and fifty thousand his, revenge upon a world that put the
nroprietors of public cafes had gone
adds:
Insurance. Corporation and
the
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ban
mention
name,
present
a
as
year
a
dollars
from a
Nevertheless. after theae things man whom you hate. Wouldn't it be and now riots in the rottenness of a to guests and notified them to wear
Real Estate Law.
have been said, it is imperative to say enough to turn bate into love?
"characteristic" literary production their coats or else leave the premises.
This, Chairman Jenkins remarks, was
one or two things more, namely—that
This is what one New York woman b et to approprite music. With the
Robert E. Lee was a traitor to his receives. It is her alimony. It is paid public that crowds into the Metro- not a discrimination against the
country: that he tired on the flag; that to her by her former husband, who politan opera house—the 'culture and guests in ouestion. hut was an objeche was false to his oath: and that hi" gives it to her with joy. Ile wants refinement- of tlie second city in the tion to their mode of dress, a position
career should not and cannot he an her to have it and she wants to re- world—the degenerate may he said to in which he thinks the proprietors
inspiration to youth. Happily there ceive it. Both she and her former have found not onfy revenge, but were justified. However, acting on
is no danger of rekindling animositks husband are married. Yet the alimony something hideously like vindication. Chairman Jenkins' suggestion, the
OFFICE 419 BROADWAY
by the presentation of these historic goes on. Oh, Cupid! They make you
American critics join with Euro- whole 'subject has been referred to the
facts The embers of sectional hatred with no love in your composition.
TRLEPHONES:
peans in describing the Strauss-Wilde moony general for his action.
are dead: hut the fires of patriotism
as "a study in rottenness," a'
output
receives
woman
York
New
"What
Residence, 296; Office. 355.
MONDAY.
still glow and they must be fed with the biggest alimony, and hove does "riot in degeneracy." The production
truth and she spend it?"
of
everlasting
the
principles
of "Silomc" has nothing to do with
•
—411
I By Wex Jones.)
righteousness. Never shall it be for"I will tell you." said a famous mil- art. The "offering" is entirely comgotten that' the civil war was not a lionaire, a man who directs his own mercial. The fact is that it is actually All •,ver the world the people's duds
quarrel over differences of opinion but railroad and who runs his own branch possible to trade upon the name of Are squashing and squashing in tubs
of suds:
was a mighty struggle between loy- of the Standard Oil. "But 1 must Wilde. which, a few years ago, realty and treason. hitween right and ask you not to mention my name. spectable persons did not mention in The globe is haloed in steaming haze.
wrong—and that Robert E T.ee's The story came to me direct, and it mixed company. It was planned to ou Monday, soapiest (lay of days.
was drawn in dishonor and
sword
AND
is one of the most rothantie true tales prosper by its loathsomeness.
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ever came
sheathed in humiliation. These are of modern life.
Compared to "Salothe," the Shaw The very first Monday that
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oo, meals and may be
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that President Roosevelt mont. The man who pays the ali- clean. and the worst of Tolstoy and When Adam invaded that kitchen of
berth included.
Eve's,
could not have written them without mony is her former husband. W. K. !been is wholesome. Worse than a
a needless affront to the Lee commit- Vanderbilt. And the amount is $250.- psycnpalluslogical treatise, set to Ile foiled his riblet washing leaves,
And she cried. "Oh, can't you go out
tee: but it would be treachery to all
a year and a Newport residence." music as enlightenment for the laity,
and stay—
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The spirit of the Times' article
over in Paris. It had for its dramatic public k invited to participate and in
and pain.
Good music on all the boats.. Foe of the narrow, dog-in-the-manger ties the duchess of Marlborough. who which it does participate. A public
quality; and its declarations reffecting for a long time held the old marriage clinic without music to appeal to the Perehel up on the roof in that ternfurther particulars see
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Cecil Reed
ality and tight, and the men who mont had been married once. but had must write, if he writes at all. Can I never could dope it, I must confess.
fought on the side of the confederacy beeome Immarried. Hi. first wife Stran-s. who has translated the work
and who are now recognized among was living inNew York. But Mr. Bel- of Wilde into music, or Conricil. who And ever since then has• Monday's
scope
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George Washington. whom the Brit- ously unhappy. And southern women money, while. presumably, morally All over the world, snap's boss today.
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B. F. Sears

kk Hendrick, Miller
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C. MANNING SEARS, N.B.
Office 1707 lierrs St:
Wen 377.

E. H. PURYEAR,
Atturney-at-Law
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1 11.1. Rivers,M.D.

Excursion Rates on
The Rivet
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People
Say
OUR PERFUMES
ARE BEST
Just sample any other perfume in town and then procure
the same odor from us. You'll
say there is a great difference,
"THERE'S A REASON." We
know how to buy perfumes.
We know how to store perfumes. We know\how to show
you perfumes. Our knowledge
of these requisites is what enable us to give you perfumes
that have not detonated since
coming into our possession.

3. 0. Oehlschlaeger
DRUGGIST
1IXTH AND BROADWAY

t_—

WE USE

The KING OF ALL
BOSOM IRONERS

WHY?
PIM
because it irons smothly, not
rough.
Second.
The button holes, or nod
holes match.
Third.
Negligee shirts with buttons
are ironed perfectly and without injury.
Fourth.
It irons either stiff or pleated
bosoms like new, and the
'hump" so often seen is miss.
hag.
No other like it in West Kentucky. Satisfy yourself
by
sending us youz laundry.

Star Laundry
Phone aoo.

A. S DABNEY

a

FLOITRNOY & REED

a

—DENTIST—
Truehart Building
TEL. sit R

NOTICE

p.

Ilithest Prices Paid far Second-Hard
STOVES AND FURNITURE
Buy anything and 'ell everything.
Court Street: UIC1 noes
retSA.

111111-1120

Clem Fransiola
MOVING wm.i•ON IN CONNEC

- num.

ALBEN W. BAR1CLEY!

•

NOW IS THE TIME
THIS IS fHE PLACE
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Excursion
Pack'
St. Louis and Tennessee River
be.
et company—the cheapest and
excursion out of Paden:eh.

S8i

nn For the Round Trip tc
UU Tennessee river & retur

comfort
It is a trip of pleasure,
tab).
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and rest; good
est*
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good morns, etc.
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Saturday
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For other
superintendent; Frank 13
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O.D.Schmidt
Superintendent.
Architect and
401 Fraternity Building.
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REXAL REMEDIES REXAL
R SEASONABLi
REXAL t X
X
A R.EMEDIES A
L

BUTCH" TOOTED
HIS WHISTLE

•

HIS
"PULLED
THEN
AND
FREIGHT" OUT OF PADUDUCAH YESTERDAY,

Cherry Juice Cough R
Syrup
GIVEN CHOICE OF JAIL
Bronicals
TERM OR i 1SKI0000" ORDER
E Slippery Elm Lozenges E
Tickle Stopper
D
D
Cold Cure
N. J. WARD OF HEATH HERE
LOOKING FOR HIS
Cure
Grippe
E
E
HORSE.
Gurgle
• S
R

MONEY BACK IF
IT IS NOT
r.
X SATISFACTOR.Y

R
E

A

A

L

IVI'PHERSON'S
The R.exal Store

REXAL REMEDIES REXAL
SOMETHING TO
THINK ABOUT
11#
•Almost everybody knows that Iise should be paid in January; yet
e people seem, to forget it. This
intended as a friendly reminder
VOR YOUR GOOD.
,Ten per cent must be added to all
ense after February I. Naturally
this is not a pleasant obligation to
Atettle. It is also an unpleasant duty
ior the treasurer to collect it. Theregore endeavor to avoid it, by your
prompt attention.
Every business, occupation, agency
rid profession is liable for a license.
;Kindly call at the city treasurer's oflee at your earliest convenience that
you may save this penalty, and greatly
Yours respectfully,
JOHN J. DORIAN,
City Treasurer.

tit

WHICH WAS
FIRST?
THE HEN OR THE EGG
THINK IT OVER
IF YOU WISH TO KNOW
RING 1513 OR CALL AT 4211
BROADWAY AND WE WILL
EXPLAIN ALL ABOUT THE
NECESSITY OF EXPERT DESIGNS, ARTISTIC, ATTRACTIVE,
PICUP-TO-DATE
TURE FRAMING, WALL PAPERING AND DECORATING.
LARGEST ASSORTMENT IN
THE CITY.

SANDERSON alb
COMPANY
r

.Aarr

Major Ellithrope Subject of So
Many Fits. Sent to the City
Hospital.
41(

"Butch" Selby "blew" out of the
city yesterday in a gust of wind fanned to a pretty hot heat by Judge
C-oss in the police court in the nature
of an order that "Butch" either get
the city by 6 o'clock last evout
ering or go to jail for thirty days.
The king of hoboes is now probably
many miles from here, with sligtt
prospects of ever returning, as the
jedge notified him the jail term would
Lase to be served if lie ever i.-hoed
that red-nosed, blossotninsr countenance and slick bald lead of his in
ti•is city. "Butch" announced that
while he hated to sever his companionship wish friends in Paducah. still
e did not want to get too intimate
with a city jail cell, so boroaing car
fare to get to the depot, he flopped
to the first passing freight train
;.r.d i• now in geeener, and possibly
more receptive fields.
"Butch" had been back here for
about six weeks and Was congratulating himself on his recoil of mat
breaking mos .jail, and this seemed
to so estiberate his teelings that he
strode around over the city like a
bloated boudholder, instead of a bloatid whiaikey holdor, and became such
a nuisance that the cops pinched him
&I the rest.
an Jutific

C-

312 Br &Tway
4111EIMmoo

Beginning This Morning at
9 O'clock
We will place on sale our entire stock of Men's, Boy s and Children's

Suits

Looking for Horse.
3. J Ward of Heath. of the county.
eezzs here yesterday looking for a
tine mere which he informed the police department. had either been stolen or strayed from his home some
days since. He gave the patrolmen
• description of the lost animal and
• lookout is now being kept for the
recovery of the beast.

Overcoats

at prices never before quoted on first class, dependable merchandise.
Nothing will be reserved. Suits consist of Worsteds, Cassimeres, Cheviots, Thibets, Granites, and Clays belth'in Round and Double breasted
cut in tle latest styies.

Breach of Peace.
Harry Stone. colored. was arrested
yesterday by Officer Etnest Hill on
tbe charge of striking Carl Meyer
in the head with some blunt instrument last fall. This is the first time
the officers have run across him since
hc was nabbed.
tleu

fit

MEN'S
SUITS

Series of Fits.
Major Ellithorpe.. the inebriate,
was overcome with a series pf fits
last evening, one following cloae fl
the other and rendering his condit•on quite serious. lit was attacked
il.Awn about the market and sent in
tAt police patrol wagon to the city
hospital *here he is being treated.

Killed Stepfather.
•*•
•
•
•+•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
The Joppa. Ill., officers have asked
44
w
* the Paducah police to look for
POPULAR WANTS.
4
4 t. harks Lewis. colored, who killed
c •••••••••+ +••• 11:P •Steplather.. Joe Faulkner, by
the latter's head off With a
FOR RENT—Five room cottage ahotgun Wednesday- when Faulkner
Louse with bath and sewerage con- struck his wife who is Lewis' mother
nection 423 Adams street. Apply to by her fitst marriage. Lewis is a
X12 N. Seventh street. 'Phone 1325. well known steamboat negro who
raus out of Paducah, and quit -the
FOR SALE—Drug store, stock and steamer recently and went home on
•how eases at a bargain. Apply at ac,:ount of illness.
•he Register.
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Are made Box effects and long cuts, in, Blues, •Blacks and Fancies.
Cravenette coats and Blue and Black Suits included in this sale

Boys Suits, 69 Cents Up

•

We ar still continuing our special sale of Four
and Five dollar SHOES at

4)

001ATED
(NC614)

312 Broadway
WE SAVE YOU MONEY ON EVERY PURCHASE
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Up

Overcoats

St. Louis' Leading Hotel.
For up-to-date cleaning and pressWhen in St. Louis stop at the Planing.garments go to Solomon the Tailfriends
or, 1i3 South Third Si. Two 'phones. ters Hotel, you'll meet your
there.
brick
house
FOR RENT—Kew
2311 Jefferson-6 desirable rooms and FEARS NOT ELECTRIC CHAIR:I
very desirable place. by month or
THAW EXPECTS ACCar. Apply J. B. HALL
QUITTAL.
%‘11-1 I TT EMORE REAL ESTATE
AGENCY Fraternity building.
New York, Feb. t.—"I fear neither
death nor mad house, for I know I
go free. I expect to be acFOR RENT—Elegant flats, Sev •
-nth and Broadway. Apply to B. a totaled ;sand frecillve aindicatioh in
sipeu court. I will gladly place my
Scott.
fate in the hands of the jury if the
tewelish. man has the same 'qualities
WANTED FOR U. S. ARMY-od is of the same cribber as the
Able-bodied unmarried men between
men already selected."- This
eleven
— ages of 22 and 35; citizens of United
-statement made today by
was
the
States, of good character and ternHarry K. Traw as he prepared to reaerate habits, who can speak, read
the court room to witness
Ind write English. For information turn to
of the jury. He was
completion
the
apply to Recruiting Officer. New
• but 'confident, • as he realized
excited
Richmond House, Paducah, Ky.
that in aU probability - actual trial
_
world , Open and he could hear the.
Aceotnitant.
Expert
„AL
for the prosecution. outline
atiorneys
WM post, examine, systematize and
in their opening address
audit books by the day, week or the their' case
• .
jury.
the
to
job. Terms reareonable.
"My health is excellent." added
JOHN D. SMITH, JR., 118 Fra
.
Thsw, "and I will go through the or• ternity building.
deal of tend without a thought of
Leaking down.Commissions to Rule Cities.
Rats Quarantine Steamer.
.11. Wis., jan. 3i.---A hill
liamburg. Jan. 31.— The British
nthe state senate
,s*trelaccil
4
locizey• providing for the Galveston steamer Consols, from Rosario. De4%•-••Pdstiatt. for th,c government of dries cember ii. Which arrived here ye#Ate•-•
(lay, 11:1•4 isC01 quarantMed .is
to
lo• commission. 'Artother bill as,
troduced to provide a e.snisen.:si„.1 t„ tile ma -t .that rats infected with linsziperviae the isbue of stocks and lymic plague were found on board of
her,
bonds bz PirPerataPPL
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